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Holland City News.
YOL.

-NO.

IV

HOLLAND,

19.

SATURDAY, JUNE

MICH.,

Mat

§u,

silted gitfctonj.

DUTKAUW., New
13 Elfhth and Fish
sages constantly on

A WEEKLY NEWSPAPER,

Attomyi.

PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT

VAN LANDEQEND’8 BLOCK.

OFFICE :

D0E83URQ &

0. B.

TTOWARD, M.

__

LL

Co., Publishers.

D., Claim Agent, Attorney and

Notary Public; River

street.

T11M9 or BWBCIirTIOK:— 18.00 peryur it &4uboi.
ARD, cor. Eighth and River atreeU.

job pbirtiko pbomptlt and nbatlt done.

1

.....

1

ITIBSCHBR A., Attorneyat Law,

V

a

5 00
8 00
10 00
17 00
25 00
40 00

...
...

10

(JO

17 00
25 00

::

8
10
17
25
40
65

00
00
00
00
00
00

Notary Pub-

In

flEALD,

R.K.. Manufacturerof and Dealer In
Agricultural Impiementa: commission agent
for Mowing Machines; cor. 10th A River street.

II

I

of Ptugoer Mill*; (Steam
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.

UIUA/i it., ruuiuiMuie

b

D1 cutter. Rooms

basement of City Hotel.

niNNBKANT, J., Proprietorof the Pioneer
13 Bakery; baking done to order; 8th street.
T)ES8INK, Mrs.

L., Proprietress of City Bakery ;
Confectionaryand cigars; Refreshments in
this line served on call ; 8th street.

An X before the Subscriber’s name will denote
the expiration of the Subscription.Two X X signify that no paper will bo continued after date.

Balking a&i Exchange

L

seen in

is

The

bright waters, the fields and orcharda near

the roof of one building hav- at Lake Michigan, all unite in making

on

H. W..A CO., Proprietors of the
Phoenix Planing Mill. All kinds of buildlug material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.

V

But

let ua

climb the steep bluff aud

THE BOYS
Pumps.
All kinds of wood turning and sawing on
hand and done to order. River street

The

a mo-

are passing outside and

of the

Michigan has been reached. The ride

visit. old

along the shore to

IN BLUE.

fort is at the top

we

But

.

ment later the cool air incident to grand

teresting of the “sights.”

\I71LM8P. U., Manufacturerof Farm

-

two or three grocery stores.

bluff,

South Haven

is

a very

about pleasant one, and as the boat keeps near

120 feet above the water’s edge. The gla- enough to the beach to enable us to diatincis is built of Stone,

Votiry Puhllei

and the cannon peer- guish the buildings

etc., it affords a

con-

post, HENRY D.,

l

VAN

V

— ^

v

Chicago & Michigan Lake Shore R. R.

Monday, May

Black Lake

ing over the parapet gives it a warlike ap- tinual change of scene.
Real Estate and Insurance
Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer;Col- pearance. The buildings aud walks inside
We arrived at South Haven at about six
River streets.
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
look neat and clean. A sentinel is pacing o'clock, and as the boat stops an hour or
Booki xni Ctutlonery.
SC’HELVEN, O,, Notary Public, Justice his beat, musket in hand, aud a number more, we landed and interviewedthe vilof the Peace and Conveyancer. Office HolDINNBKANT,Miss A. M., Dealer in Books A land CVy
Newt, 8th street,
of soldiers are walking about off duty. W e lage. The following is a brief sketch of
13 Stationary; Confectionary, Toys, etc.; River
street
\I7ALSH. H., Notary Public, Conveyancer, learn from them that 32 men under com* the town: It is situated near the mouth
v
and Insurance Agent. Office,City Drug mand of Major Dickey are stationed hero. of Black River, and boasts a harbor. In
[RANTERS, L. T.,A CO., Dealers In Books,

iUil iioiuH

Effect,

let ua aay that

all its beauty at the present time.

an and American and are not the least in-

•fTERBEEK,

JT EN YON, NATHAN, Banking and Collecting.
IV Drafts bought aud sold; cor. Elghtn aud

All advertising bills collectable quarterly.

Taken

Here

inhabitants are a mixture of French, Indi-

Planing, Matching,Scroll-sawIngand Moulding; River street.

O

Notices of Births, Marriages,and Deaths published withoutcharge.

{Jr

Proprietors

Saw and Flour

OCOTT.W. J.,

Bakirlai.

annum.

letters

up
a
glorious
picture.
We
wonder
that
no
ing been placed there when it was built In
one of our money-making men does not
1820.
The streets of the littletown are narrow sec that a neat, tasty hotel at the mouth,
and old fashioned, in keeping with the with boating and picnicking convenienwhitewashed houses that line them. The ces, would In two years pay better than

shingles

Vnnufietoriii,MUli, Skopi, Itc.

DAUKLS. VAN PUTTEN A CO.,

Batkin.

Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines,$2.00 per

written about general “turn out.”
To resume, the lines were cast off and
the year 1820. Some arc in French, to
traders in Cnnsds and to persons in Europe. we were soon steaming down the lake.

conUining copies of

H., Dealer In Fresh, Salt, written. The storehousesand buildings its shores, the framework of green forests
and Smoked Meata ahd VegeUbles; paper
are in a good stole of preservation, the below Point Superior, and the "mountains”
and twine; 8th street.

11c and Conveyancer.Kenyon’s building.
Corner of Eighth and River street.

i
, ,
8 x. | 6 m. I 1 Y.

Square .....

2 ”
8 “ .
)4 Column

»

V

F. J. Attorney at Law, Collectingand
Pension Claim Agent. Office, East ofn* City
Hotel.”

nqnare of tenllnea,(nonpareil,) 75 cents
r ilrst insertion, and 25 cents for each subsequent insertion for any period under three

3 50
5 00
8 00

hand.

P.,

DANDALL8. I., City Meat Market Every- Gen. Winfield Scott, Lewis Csss, John
IX thing In first-class condition, and satisfaction Jacob Astor and other distinguishedmen
guaranteed. Eighth street, East of City Hotel.
are among those to whom the letters were

U

One

.

Meat Market, near corner
Street A!! kinds of sau-

YTAN DER HAAR,

__

/\RT.

TERMS OF ADVERTISING:

®onthB.

_

175.

have been transformed into large as we had expected from the fact
a hotel and in it you can see many of the that the Huron offered to carry passengers
books and other things belonging to the to Chicago and return for |2.50; but we
company. Among them is a letter-book hope that hereafter there may be a more

p UI8WOLU, A. D., Attorney at '^ ‘nd Solic- IV
VT Itor in Chancery. Office 78 Eighth Street, irUITE,J.,Dealer in all kinds of meats and
np
IV vegetables; Meat Market on Bth street.

mm, stairs.

BoiiiSDcin, • • •

NO.

old buildings

Earkiti.

First Ward Mat Market; bat of
Meats always on hand. Eighth street

LEYS,

IT-

WHOLE

26, 1876.

IV

Stationery, Toys, Notious and Candles; opposite City Drug Store, Eighth street.

1875.

24,

NORTHERN DIVISION.

8th street.

Store,

One mile north of the
Fxlntin.

Bosti xni Shoei.

present fort are connection with

the

latter,the people,

the ruins of Fort Holmes, originally built there, as here at home, did

some harbor

JOEK, J. C., House. Sign and Carriage Painter; by the English. This is the highest point work on their own responsibility about
Shop, over Baert’s Wagon Shop, River
TjVLFERDINK W. A II. Geueral dealers Street.
on the Island, being over 300 feet above 20 years ago. Now it is found that this
GOING
SOUTH,
GOING NORTH.
Tj in Boots and Shoes; repairing neatly done;
Eve.
Ez.
Mail
Lake Huron. A beautiful view is afforded work must lie cleared away and much laSTATIONS.
Ni/hlKx. Day Ex.
River street
Photogrxphi.
A. m.
r.tn.
A. m.
P. M.
bor is being spent in pulling up the pllea
6.80
7.40
9.00 Chicago.
9.00
TJEROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in T ADDER GEORGE, Photographs and Gems from this spot. Near the old earthworks
8.05
4.40
11.55 New Buffalo,
and removing the piers for the purpose of
12.15
11 Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings,etc.; Li in all the variousstyles and sizes; Gallery is.
_
|

"

Or.

2.20
8.05
8.35
8.50
4.02
4.30
4.50

3.37
4.35
5.20
5.40
5.54
6.28
6.50

Junction.

11.40
10.41
10.00
9.48
9.83

2.05
1.20
12.50
12.15
12.03
11.35
11.16

Richmond.
Holland.
Zeeland.
Vriesland.
Grandvllle.
Or. Rapids.

Eighth street.

on Eighth Street.
Brngi xni kiiiclnu.

T'vOESBURG. J. O., Dealer in Drugs and Medl!_/ cincs, Paints and Oils, Brushes,Ac. Phy-

8.40

sician’sprescriptions carefully put up; Eighth st.

\TAN PUTTEN, Wx.,

Dealer in Drugs, Medletc. : Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van Den Berg's Family Medicines; River St.

SOUTHERN DIVISION.

V

clnes. Paints, Oils,

GOING SOUTH.
GOING NORTH.
Express.Mall. STATIONS. Mall. Express
a.

m.

f.

m.

5.58
6.11

6.30
6.50
7.23

UdB.r,M.:

T EDEBOER. B. Fh,*U.
1J comer Eleventh and River street opposite

full

Muskegon.
Montsgue.
Pentwater.

Feed, Grains and Hay, Mill-stuff,Ac., Ac. Labarbe's old stand. 8th street— See Advertisement.

8

Grandvllle.

Allegan.
15
Otsego.
40
Plalnwell.
50
Cooper.
03
Kalamazoo.
15
A. X.
White Pigeon.
11 50
P.X.
Chicago.
6 30
P.X.
Toledo.
5 35
P. X.
Cleveland.
10 10
A.X.
Buffalo.
4 05
9
9
9
10
10

5 33
6 00
6 14
6 30
6 45
P.M.
8 30
A.X.
6.50
A X.
2 80
A. X.
7 05
P.

A. X.
10 00
9 40
8 35
8 08
8 00
7 40
7 15
A.X.
5 50
P.X.
10 40
P.X.
11 25
P.X.
7 20
P.X.
12 20

X

1 10

•

ANTKR8, L

T. A Co., Agents for Ottawa and
Allegan Counties, for the “Howe Sewing Machine.” Dealers in needles and attachment!.
TT’

IN

Furnltun

EVER

H., ACO., Dealers in all kinds of Fnrnlture. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frames, etc. ; River street.

ivl

Express. Mail.

Grand Rapids.

14

P. X.
7 50
7 32
8 25
6 00
5 51
5 35
5 20
P.X.
3 45
A.X.
9 2U
A.X.
10 55

Stsvit,W:od, Bark, Ito.
R., Dealer In Staves. Wood and
Bark; office at his residence, Eighth street.

T/’ANTERS.
TJ

EIDSEMA J.

M., A SON, General Dealers in
Furniture A Coffins; Eighth street. See ad-

lx

IV

Tohxeeoxnd Cigars.

vertisement.

rpE ROLLER,

Orocoriu.

VLIETSTRA,

O. J., General dealer in Tobacco,
Cigars, Snufl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.

L

A., Groceriesand Supplies; a

I;

ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on baud ; cor. Eighth and Market st.

A.X

700

VAARWERK,

G. J., Family Supply Store;
a choice stock of groceries always on hand.
Blacksmithshop in rear of Store; Eighth street.

'T'K

1

Wxgonaxkin xni Blxnhiaithi.

T'vIJKKMA A BRO., Wagon and Blacksmith
\J Shop. Horse shoeing and all kinds of repairdone. River Street.

ing

AN, J., Wagon and Blacksmith Shop;
Horse Shoeing and all kinds of repairing
done. Cash paid for Furs.
IT'D! KM

A.X.
12 55

CO., Dealersin Dry Goods,
Groceries, Crockery,Glassware,Hats, Caps,
Clothing and Feed; River street.

U

Mich. Lake Shore Rail Road.

Solar
No. 4
p.

m.

Effect,

Monday, June

22,

J. Dealer in Groceries, Dry
Flour and Feed and Produce. Liquors and
Cigars at Wholesaleand Retail. Eighth street,

J:

Ooln£ South.

North.
No. 2

No. 3

STATIONS.

m.

p.

p. ra.

9 00
8 05
7 50

12 45
12 04
12 (A)
705 11 27
6 20 11 00
5 80 10 40
4 00
9 50

Muskegon

2 15

Ferrysburg

2
2
3
3
4
5

Grand Haven
Pigeon
Holland
Fillmore
Allegan

58
56
80
58
18
10

'T'E ROLLER, D., Retail Dealer

tribe as they

Wxtchu xni Jivilry.

1

m.

7 00
8 00
8 10
9 05
11 00
11 30
|1 00

VAN

fruit intereststhere are extensive

H. D., Dealer in Dry Goods, GroCrockery, Floor A Provisions.New
Store, Eighth street.

For

the

Holland City News.

$

@
...... @

that leads from lake

Meats, Etc,
Beef, dressed lb ......................6#
Chickens,dressed per lb ....... ........ 6
Lard, « lb ..............................10
Pork, dressedWt> .....................
7
Smoked meat, lb ..................... 12
Smoked ham, $1 lb .....................
Tallow, |) to .........................
.

Huron to Michigan,

SONS, General Dealersin Dry is the Island of Mackinac, with its grim

TTAVERKATE,G.

man.

This little speck on the

map

A SON, 1st Ward Hard- set apart by Congress last winter for a
ware Store; sell cheaper than any other;
8th street.
tional Park.

XL

J.

rAN DER VEEN,

E., Dealer in General Hardware; cor. Eighth and River street.

city of

ua aay a

Chicago doing likewise.

word for the appetites of the

When Holland party, The

cool air and lake

girl’s

her lover In the spirit-land.

Near

this place is the wonderful lime-

stone formationcalled

CHIMNEY ROCK.
This

is over a

hundred

feet high,

and

Is

The

peared at

heard, the substantial and
meal* and provisionsdisap-

a rapid rale.

The entire day was given us

at

Chicago

enough to see a good, mill-run lumber
sold for $8.00 a thousand,called on our
friends, and at supper lime made the "ration!” suffer. In the evening the party
enjoyed themselves at

Island of Mackinac

name, but the rocky formation can be im

were

maglned to have been a part

at the

fashionedkitchen. The holes

of

an

in the

old

rocks

MELI8, Dealers in is but nine miles in circumference,yet
do for ovens and shelves,and a fireplace
Hard ware, Tin-ware and Farming Implethis small area contains a store of nature’s
ments; Eighth street.
is seen in the centre. The water comes
wonders and also of historic localities,
up close to the rock, which is perhaps 40
Eotili.
that make it the most popular summer refeet high at this point.
A ETNA HOUSE. P. Zalsxan, Proprietor
ZV First-classaccommodation. Free Buss to and sort in the West. We will brieflymention
We will leave our reader at the village
frem the Trains. Eighth street.
the attractions of the Island ; Sailing up
before starting off to complete our tour of
/tlTY HOTEL. J. W. Mindkrhoitt, Proprietor. through the atraita you are kept busily enBuilt In 1878; Furnished inelegant style, and
hotel throughout.

was

it

Me

Vickers, the

consideredby geologists the most interest- Adelphi and other places of amusement.
was
The boat moved out from among the foring object on the island.
NaThe Devil’s Kitchen is not a very sweet ests of masts, at about midnight and we

\7AN LANDEGEND A

\J

to be

and the

us,

V

.

appeared

the war path one season without the brave, well cooked

Goods, Groceries,Hats and Caps,

.....

Onions,
ilo
V bushel
Potatoes, V bushel
Timothy Sc
Seed, bushel ...........
Wool, V lb

it

body was found at the foot of the rock and we visited the principal objects of infrom which she had hurled herself,to join terest, stopped at the lumber market long

At the approach to the natural gateway

Exriwxn.

@ $ 1 95
Apples, ft bushel.
Beans, V bushel ...................1 50
Butter, V ft> ..............
Clover seed, ft bushel
........
Eggs, V dozen ....................
Honey, f) lb .......................
18
Hay, $ ton.

but to ua

moved toward the mainland

for he had fallen in battle. The

etc.;
rocks rising far above the waters edge as
Grain, Fionr and Feed made a speciality;River st.
if to guard its beauties from the destroyer,

Produce, Etc-

Haven is

town

heart. The expedition came back from when

OUB NATIONAL PARK.

cerles,

YI7ERKMAN A

TV

crop of peaches. In abort South

heart was broken and a few days after her

PUTTEN

WERKMAN,

Vv

and they

claim that they will have one third of a

a pleasant little lake shore

rock faded away in the distance.

TOSLIN W. II. Watchmaker, Jeweler, and deal9J er in Fancy Goods; Bank-building,River

G. A CO„ General Dealers, In
Dry Goods, Groceries, Crockery, Hats and
Caps, Floor, Provisions, etc. ; River st.

V

railroad.

can bo purchased at a large discount.The

south. Her lover would see her until the Let

In Dry Goods,
Groceries, etc. ; Notary Public and convey- Street.
ancer; office and store, cor. Bth and Market street.

No. 1
a.

one

very dull there, and real estate

A LBERS A WYNNE, Jewelers and Watchmo- they returned she was the first to distin- breeze made ui all look forward to the
Goods, xV. kers. The oldest establlihmentin the city;
guish the young warrior who had won her ringing of the bell with satisfaction,and
Eighth street.

TMFIELD, J.

1874.

la

a good place to realize
ia a much more
desirable
locality
than
we
generally
deem
the island.
it,
when
at
home.
One
“object
of
interTHE liOVEUS LEAP.
This is a rock rising boldly up from the est” South Haven possesses that should be
shore. It is nearly two hundred feet high. imported, i. e. a man who is the father of
The walk to it is a beautiful one, along the 27 children.
Returning to the boat the party seated
bluff shaded by the cedars and pines, and
the leap itself is a romantic spot well wor- themselves out ou deck and armed with
thy of the Indian tale that has christened segars watched the waters, moon and othit. We will give it in as few words as pos- er attractionaof a summer’s night on the
sible: An OJibway maiden had chosen lake, until we tumbled into the arms of
this solitary rock as a lookout from whence Morpheus. On awaking in the morning
site would watch the war canoes of her we found an excellent breakfast awaiting

I1

Oenerxl Dixlin.

the boat

to get

along the cliff toward the western part of the fact that Holland City

T'VUURSEMA J. A

Taken

Business

Leaving the town again we will walk

Siting Kxshlnti.

tug

am all tannery, and— well,

cality is a mile farther north.

O

TO GR'ND RAPIDS. If

STATIONS.

Eighth street.

call a

off. South Haven baa two aaw-milla, a

Continuing north we find the

V

Sunday, August 23, 1874.

RAPIDS

A. X.
8 00

P. X.

were obliged to

U

13

Fruitport.

un-

that the

told.

public square.

and

to

do the old

DERTSCU, D.

Nunlca.

Express. Mail.

t)uiU »l th6 CnlranC0

this purpose,

appropriationwill also go

work. The river is ao narrow
Huron can turn around with difficulty, in fact we got stuck in the mud and

A

LANK

N., Surgeon, Physician and Obstestri- story about a party of Indians that were
clan. Office and residence, Ninth Street,East
driven into the cave and then suffocated
of Cedar Street.

O LOOTER A HIGGINS, Dealers in Flour and

FROM GR’ND

this year’s

A NNIS, T. E., Phvslclan;residence, opposite trance Is small its interior is capable of
8. W. cor. Public Square.
holding a large number of persons.

D

was used for

priation

rock and although the en-

O

OllTe.
Robinson.

Effect,

in the

ZV

ness

Lake Shore and Michigan Southern R. R.
Taken

is

19.20
See advertisement.
12.04 ........
QCHOUTEN, R. A., Surgeon, Phyaiclan ObstetriBATTLEFIELD.
9.20
11.50
Dry Oooii.
clan, Regular graduatedand Licenced. Of8.58
11.32
Here a battle was fought during the war
fice at residence, corner Bth and Flah atreet.
General dealer in Dry
11.10
of 1812 between the British and AmeriGoods, Yankee Notions, Hats, Caps, etc.;
10.50
Bxiilin.
cor. Eighth and Market streets.
10.20
7.50
cans, resulting in a victory for tlie former.
8.17 ........
ITAUPELL, 11., Manufacturerof and dealer in
........
7.00
Flour xni FillHarness, Trunks, Saddles and Whips; The British landing, another historicallo-

Holland.
Nev Holland

3.40
3.57
4.10
4.28
4.50
5.10
5.40
8.43
10.00

6.85

a

%

A. tn.

This

Fhyilelxni.

9.01

widening the channel. Last year’s appro-

SCOTT’S CAVE.

gaged in noting the many objects of Inter-

the

Island.

Jasper.

ail

soon slumberingpeacefully, and

same time homeward bound.

The weather had been perfect, scarce a
ripple

on

the lake; the boat was all that

could be wished, as regards accommodations,

a gentlemanly crew and

meals, and when

eveiyoneof

we

first-rate

landed at Holland

the party expressed a hope

that they might soon repeat the trip.

We

understandthat the Huron

will

a first-class

Wood, StaYes, Etc,
PHOENIX HOTEL. J. McVicir Proprietor:
Cordwood, maple, dry ...,r. ................. $ 8 00
opposite the C. A M. L. 8. R. R. Depot; good
»• green ...................
accommodation; building and furniture new.
beach, dry ....................2 50
'• green ..................
Uvsry xnd 8xli Btxblti
Hemlock Bark ........ ............5 00@5 50
Staves, pork, white oak ..............@10 00 pOONE A ALBERTI, Livery and Sale Stable.
Staves, Tierce,
.......... 12 00
Office and bam on Market street. Everything
Heading bolts, soft wood ........... 8 00@ 3 50 Brat-class.
Heading bolts, -hardwood..... .......... .... 4 50
Stave holla, softwood ....... ................ 8 50 vriBBBLINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
Stave bolts, hardwood ........ ............4 00 ii cood accommodation for horses; Bth street,
Railroad ties, ................................
18 near Market.

“
•»
“

L

.

“

P

est

you pass. The islands,the ships, the

THE EZ0UB8I0N.

upper and lower Peninsulasof our State,
with the villages in the distance, ail these

charge hot one fare for the round trip on

On Friday

things follow in rapid succession. Then

concluded

you see

the

leaving Fridays,and

afternoon, the 18th inat.,

to enjoy a

we our

we

readers that if they

can assure all of

wish

lake ride and vialt pleasant visit to Chicago, it

to

enjoy a

a slight ex-

fore you, with a group

of white buildings
beneath it. Approachingthis it resolves

Garden City. We were urged to do pense they must make this run. The
this, not from any fears of failing health, steamer Is a great advantage to onr city
but from a desire to teat the pleasures of and deserves all the encouragement ,we

itself into

life on

a flag flutteringfrom an island be-

the ocean’s wave, as provided for can

offer.

.

Orain, Pied, Etc.

XmkxatTxlIm.

THE FORT

by our Chicago boat, the steamer Huron.

and village of Mackinac, with the Ameri-

[Corrected by the "Hugger MUU.)

Wheat, white V bushel

mi

Buckwheat, V bushel

...

...........®$1

5
75

POSMAN.J.Wm Merchant Tailor, and Dealer
13 in ready made clothing and Gents' Furnish-

65

ing Goods.

T5
18 00
82 00

..........

1 78

600

RaX&leMi

ioo'ft

6 00

@

7 00

flag floating over the

promptly attended to. River atihet-

dock we found that

number of our cltixena had taken

ad

a

van

The

latest

anecdotebrought to light by

the Centennialcelebrationis rather amus-

tlement and for

many

de- said Jestingly to a farmer sowing seedt
year* after that parture. Twenty-onepersons represented "You may sow, hot we shall reap.” “Well
Holland City, among them several ladies. perhaps yon may," was the reply, "for I

It

wai quite a

let*

O.. Merchant Tailor. FuU line of struggle the American Fur Company ‘a
Gents’ Furnishing Goods kept in stock.
headquarters were located here. Their
Eighth and Market atreet

IT7URZ,C.

W
Comer

rocky heights.

reaching the

The village hat teen tfcf storms of near- tage of the pleasant weather and excursion ing. While the British troops were marching through old Cambridge,one of them
ly a century beat upon the lonely ahores. rates, and were watting for the warning
During the war of 1813
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can

On

cry of “all aboard” to announce
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confess that this number was not as

am sowing hemp.’1
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messenger, engineer and baggagemanserious-

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

injured.
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.

bilities estimated at over f 1,000, 000. .. .After offerings light; quotable at 91.85^1.90for
.The new dome for the Dearborn having passed through the vicissitudesof prime Eastern mediums, and |1,00@1.80

Observatory at Chicagohas been completed, and
the ajgtitd

now for the
tp

HOLLAND CITY,

their Adi

pswe^of the
first time

in eleven

extej?

infancy

great telescopecan,

yean be

a'

THt (ilUBMIOlPERS.-

the »zen\regiontj^ashad a ti^ 8,^lf°rcrtnjred. Beeswax quiet at |C(6 30o for
goepto piffle yell|w. cheese told tuite readrible touch of the' otnbr«ttreme, and what
ily, and former prices were maintained: quotwith a general outbreak of volcanoes sup- able at 9(3 10c for good to prime new. aud
posed to have subsided centuries ago. 8 (39c for fair; some common old sold at 6(38c.
Cider ruled dull at 4.75(35.00per brl for
earthquakesand furious storms of ashes and
choice;
dull at
S.OOfSS.SO
cuoice; common and
aim sour ami
ai wo.ww
_____ the
__ unfortunate
__________ _______________
cinders,
Icelanders have suf- perbrl. Cranberries sold slowly at •100®
$5.
tTiOi wer bvl torjpopr and. soft cultivated, and
r frir /hqide fnexti i. Eggs were
moderately active and steady; closed at 153^(3
latiou have been rendered homeless and desti- 16c for "fresh in carries. Feathers were
tute, and
are rajaa ted dull at £8®52c per lb for prime live
off

the

tow«

Hielr Visit to OrtTulm liucribed^gcene*
«f Devolution In Nebraska.
(Omaha Cor. Chicago Inter-Ocean.]

he writer was in Omaha when the
hoppers were first seen in this vicinity.
Their appearance, as we looked toward
th* sun, wm anaoet identiqaMythat of /
large snoWflAkes. The winOVas fflfciM
I

,

TJsmmxtsK

^

toSprlSu.®.JB»tt4bo™ »ere gwlglrick.nd

%

age of

have justjbeguu. ^JThe veuerabhlpeland

utilized

JL

manner in which half-a-dozenWestern
gentlemen who had been illicitly dealingin
horee-fleshwere disposed of: “Cooke, the
leader of a baud of lionje-thievea, and five of

THE NEWS CONBEN8ED.

and reached the mature

Court and the Attorney-Generalto pro
ceed
immediately with the prosecution,
for poor to good . Western. The demand
tojmah it as rapidly rs possible to a
continues good for broom corn, and prices
rulfl firm at U#($14c for good to choice hurl,
IK^Mc for good to choice at&lk braid, aud 6{a

thousand Vears, Iceland finds that her troubl

A Kansas City telegramuTusbriefly chromcles

ton at

.

1

^

^

several

ing at the rate of twelve miles an hour to
the west of north, and their course was
geese,
aud
(35c
for
chicken.
Green
to have perished.
of whom escaped uninjnred. Without a mobuilding^ eralraelug the entire mercan- Poutfoal has prohibited the Introduction fruits were without/sseutialchange. Apples the same. About 11 o’clock clock a. m.
were dull, with Ijqt few gppd on the market. they were first observed* with oidy an
ment's warning, tht> buildbg wb Mown up
tile tneinke Qt Went 0 Briflgfe etreet. into that country and tl»$ adjacent islands of Quotations range at 11.25(31.50 per barrel for
occasionalstragglerhoming
thewith a terrific report, »nd
lftWH
Loss,, WOO, 0O0 ; in-nrance, about 160,000.
potatoes from the United States
A shooting gdod russets in lots, aud $1.00(32.50in a retail
pound ; about 2 o’clock they began
inflammable matoriaj 4 ouw(ffo4 lire WWi was
way.
aceoi'diug
to
quality.
There
were
some
The most remarkable as well as the best played I match at Dublin for the Rifle Club challenge
entirely consumed before any awyataucp could
new apples on the market, which sold at 75c® lighting, and at once went to wettk Mtisgame of base-ball on recottl was contestedat i cup was participated in by some of the AmerifcOO for one-thirdbn boxes. Plums were in fying a ravenous appetite. As they
be rendered by the lire department, fiix bodies,
Chicago last week, between the local
club «»wi
and i 04lm
a.i -i"»'
although the cup was won by Rigby, large supply, aud sales ranged at 75c® 1 1.00 for
approach nearer the earth in their
burned amt charred beyond recognition, were
the professional nine from Hartford, Conn. a Dublin gunmaker, the shooting was regarded choice. New peaches sold at *2.50, and pears descent a noise is produced like the buaztaken from the ruing.
.Tappln Wentworth, bf
Eleven innings were played before the subhoru as showing the superiority of the Americans, as at f 1.75(32.00for one-thirdbu boxes. Hops ing of a swarm of bees. After lighting
Lowell, Mass., who died a few days ago, bewere quiet at 20 (630c |>er lb for fair to choice.
contest was decided, at the end of which the the match was mainly for practice, and this
Hppey ruled dull and weak at 18(323c for good the ground is not everywhere equally
queathed tlio bullofbto projierty to Dartmouth
score stood at the unprecedented
low figure of was their first visit to the Scene of the coming to choice in combs. There was very little covered with them. Some fields in the
College. The beqneet is egtimatwlat $178,000.
one to nothing in favor of Chicago. ... A recent contest.,.. There is a general feeling of dis- change from last week in bides; sales were same neighborhood are spared, while
Thf i*entenulal celebration of the battle of
Kansas City telegram gives this encouraging quietude in London buainess circles, and a ma^e at 8c all round for selectedgreen salted, crops in others are taken— and taken so
ana 12® 12^c for calf. The demand for hay
Bunker Hill took place at Boston on the 17th
picture of the prospect in Kansas: “From number of failures are announced, mainly of was rather light and prices were weak. Timotbv quickly as to be incredible to tell. The
of June, aivd was the grand eat demonstration
quotableat *16.00® 19.00 per ton for good infinitedecimals of teeth to gnaw, and a
parties just returnedas well as through letters bouses engaged in the East India trade.
that ever occurred in this country.The proto prime; mixed about *15.00®T6.00, and like number of stomachs to satisfy,make
and telegramsas to the crop prospectsin KanA bonded warehouse aud several adjacent
prairie15.00® 17.00. Maple sugar was dull speedy work of devastating a field of
cession wa» immense, numbering over 50,000
sas, all agree that the like was never before buildings in Dublin were destroyed by fire last at 7,^®8c per lb. There was a fair demand
perroriB.20,000 military being in line, includgrowing wheat, oats, bailey, corn, poknown in the State. Heavy farmere in toe week. Tlie loss is estimated at between nOGO,- for old iiotatoes.at 80^® 85c for peachblowain
ing troops from Connecticut,New York, Penntatoes, or cabbage.
car
lots, and 75®80c for Western do. New
western part o{ the State are telegraphinghere 000 and 13,000,000 ..... The report that the Emsylvania.Maryland, Virginia, South Carolina
Before nightfall they appeared to be
potatoeswere scarce and firm at *5.50®6.00 in
for harvesthands, and complain that they can't peror of Russia had withdrawn from the triparbarrels. Pop com 2® 3c i>er lb. Halt was easy in motion, but only above the top of
and other States. The enthusiasm was inget nten enough to harvest. Harvesting in tite alliance is denied.
and 10@20c lower : quotableat 1.50 for Onon- vegetation,and a stranger to their habitetense, bells ringing,camion roaring, and flags
Southern Kansas fias commenced, and the avAt Chen-Kiang, China, recently, some native daga and Saginaw fine, and *1.70 for ordinary knows not the meaning of such movefloating everywhere.The buildings of the city
coarse. Old vegetables were but little called
erage is immense.”
soldiers insulted the United States Consul aud
were most profuselydeeprated, and arches of
for and tbe market ruled dull ; new were quite ment; and it was not made apparent till
A Nebraska correepoudeht of the Chicago j his wife. Two of them were arrested and active and sales were made at *1.75(32.00 for the night had passed. At 5:45 next
flowers and evergreens were erected at all
Tribune tells of a swarm of locusts from 30 to taken to the British consulate, when the sol- cabbage in crates of two doz each, l.?5®2.(Kh morning (as soon as the dew had evapoprominent points of the city. The streets were
78 miles wide, half a mile deep, passing diers endeavored to rescue them. The Europe- for one bushel boxes of green peas aud string rated) they began like chickens flying
one vast macs of people, apd it is eetimated
beans, 50® 75c per doz for cucumbers and
down from roosting places, and liavoc
through the air at a speed of fifteen miles ans hastilymustered and preparedto defend
50® 60c per doz for kohlrabi. Strawberries
that there were 850,000 visitors in the city.
an hour for fcixty hours continuously,aud the consulate, but tho Chinese authorities suc- were in larger supply and lower. The mar- was made of the nearest vegetation. At
The exercises at Bunker Hill monument were
driving i>eople indoorsfor fear of being smoth- ceeded in quietingthe mob. A United States ket closed at *l.i5®2.00 per case for 10 o’clock the air was again filled with
very interesting.’ ftien. Chan. Derens, Jr., was
Michigan, aud 10c per quart for Southern Illi- new-comers sailing in the same route of
ered to death.
and a British man-of-war have gone there from
the orator of the day, his speech being confined
nois. Veal was in fair request at 5®8’^c for
those of yesterday, only, if possible,
Advices from the Black Hills expeditionnn- Shanghai, aud there will probably be no repeti- common to choice. The receipts of wool were
to a graphic description of the battle. He was
more of them. The chief part of them
der the lead of Prof. Jenny are of an exciting tion of the outrage,... The Loudon Times, in fair, but prices ruled steady at 88(ir42jfor
followed by Gen. Sherman, Governor Htrtranft
coarse to fine washed ; 25®.32c for coarse fly at a great height, and are discernible
nature. Col. Dodge, the officerin command of a review of Tennyson’snew dramatic poem.
Vice-President
Wilson, Governor Ingersoll, and
heavy to fine light unwashed.
only by looking toward the sun or a
the escort, writes that gold in paying quantities “Queen Mary,” just published, declaresthat
SEEDS AND HIGHWINES.
others, in short addressee. In the evening the
cloud. Those tliat stop seem to belong
hai been found, and that Custer's report is there is “more true fire in this drama than in
These markets were both dull and the to a lower stratum, aud when on the
city was ablaze with fire-worksand calcium
fully confirmed. One hundred men were anything which has appeared since Shake- amount of businesstransactedwas exceedingly wing rise high enough only to avoid the
lights,and receptionswere given to Gen. Sherlight. For seeds there was no demand exceptman and the variousregiments of visiting mili- found in the hills, busily at work, and taking speare's time.
ing a few orders for buckwheat, aud holders tops of trees and bluffs.
out gold at the rate of from ?$ to $25 per pan.
Great Britain has been somewhat agitated being generally anxieua to close out their conAt 2 o’clock p. m. those that stopped
tary.
They report quartz mines as abundant and In- over a proposed visit to Eton Universityby signments. a weak feeling prevailed aud the with us the night before began rising
Fraxk L Dow, Charles L Sanborn, and Edmarket closed a shade easier. Timothy and leaving, and by 4 o’clock not enough
Moody and Saukey, the Chicago evangelists.
ward M. Richardson were drowned in Lake dians scarce.
quotable at *2.35® 2.45 for fair to good and
The newspapersgenerally disapprove of the *2.50 for prime. Clover was nominal at about remained to do any mischief. At 5
THE SOUTH.
Winnipiseogee,N. H., last week, by the capvisit, & protest signed by 650 boys has been *6.40®6.50 for prime medium. Sales of hun- o’clock others came, and the next twelve
sizing of their boat
Advices from Texas show that the apprehengarian ranged at *1.25(31.40for prime ; closed hours was a repetitionof their conduct
At Lowell, Mass., the other day, John T. sions of war on the border are not entirely made against it, and a memorial in favor of it at the inside. Millet quotableat *1.75® 1.90; the night before.
received 300 signatures ____ Germany aud Bel- and buckwheat sold quite readily at *1.35®
Daniels, who had lived unhappily with his wife wiUiont foundation.Tbe Texans, driven to
On Wednesday morning tbe air was
gium have shaken hands over their little differ- 1.40 for prime. Highwinee were inactive with
since their marriage, put an end to their earthly desperation by the frequent raids across the
filled with them an hour earlier than on
ences, the former power expressing satisfac- buyers aud sellers apart. At tbe close there
wrangles by first shooting her through the Rio Grande, have organized with the determinwere sellers on the market at *1.16, and *1.15 yesterday,favored with a hot sun and a
tion at the frieu lly spirit evinced in the late
head and producing a mortal wound, and then tion of exterminatingCortina's gang of bandits,
was bid
brisk gale from the same direction for
communications from Belgium. . .The French
cooperage, lumber and wood.
blowing out his own brains. As usual rum was even if they have to follow them to the City of
the last forty-eighthours. Those that
Trade in cooperage,as is usual at this time
Assembly has appropriated $120,000 to defray
the demon that led to the perpetrationof the Mexico. A conflict, may be precipitated at any
tarried with us from Tuesday evening
of
tbe
year,
was
light,
hut
there
were
only
a
the expense of representingthat country at the
horrible tragedy.,.. The city of Pittsburgh, moment.
few small lots offered on the market aud values raised up to accompany their friends in
Pa., was visited the other day by a most diswere maintained.Quotable at $1.12% for pork their voyage Dakotaward. After their
At Austin, Texas. Deputy United States PhiladelphiaCentennial..
Great Britain has declared war against barrels, *1.45 for lard tierces, *1.90(32.00 for departure no more alighted during the
astrous Are. About 4 million dollars worth of Marshals Allen and Blood have been inwhisky barrels, and 45® 55c for flour bands. day, but the sun was partially concealed
property in the best business portion of the dicted and arrested for voluntarily and cor- Burmah — A London dispatch states that
There" was but little demand for lumber, and
Moody
and
Sankey
were
not
permitted
to
hold
till 2 o’clock p. m. by the great throng
city was swept sway.... The members of the ruptly allowing McCartney, the counterfeiter,
sales dragged slowly, but values, although
making haste to reach some region that
services
at
Eton
College.
rather
weak,
were
without
material
change.
Board of Public Works, the Mayor, and Chief to escape.
Strips aud boards closed at *8.50® 14.00, joist will be more congenial to their stay. At
Engineer of Jersey City, have all been indicted
The notoriousYounger and James brothers
and scantling at *8.00. lath at *1.50, and shin- the last-named hour the number fixing
FINANCE AND TRADE.
for being concerned in the illegalpayment of are said to be in Kentucky, and many of tbe
gles at *2. 25® 2.70. Wood was very quiet at
was perceptiblyfewer, and an hour later
90,000 for work in 1873.
about former prices. Quotable at *8.00®8.50
banks in that State have placed armed guards
Weekly Review of the Chicago Market.
v*ry
few could be seen in the air, and we
per cord for hickory. *6.50® 7.00 for maple,
Thf Beecher-Ulton trial was productiveof a over their vaults.
FINANCE.
*5.50(36.00for beech, aud *4.00 for slabs at were temporarily rid of them.
genuine sensation, on Tuesday. June 23. Mr.
Reports from Arkansas are to the effect that
The money market remains quiet, the prin- the
If all the grasshoppers that have passed
Beach, during the course of his argument for the crops are looking splendid. More wheat cip&l demand for favors being from grain aud
over this city in the past three days had
Telegraphic Market Reports.
Tilton, intimatedthat some of the jurymen had has been raised, and the prospectfor a large provision operator. The supply is ample, and
lighted, a belt of country from this to
NEW YORK.
been bribed or attempted to be influenced by corn crop and cotton crop are better than ever rates easy at 7(610 per cent, accordingto seenthe south line of Dakota would have
Beeves ............................ 12
13
parties in the interest of the defendantThere- known before in the historyof the State....
rity offered. Government bonds firm.
been covered two feet in depth. And if
Hook— DrtBBcd .............
9 (i| 10
Stlling,Cotton ........................... 15*;,
I6tf a like number has gone over a greater
upon one of the jurors, Mr. Hull arose and de- Work on Capt. Eads’ jetty system at the mouth
Buying,
lJ6i, i Floue— Superfine Western ........ 4 60 ^ 4 90
r. fl. t't of *1 .....................
126
share of the area of this State, the same
nied the imputation,saying that the only at- of the Mississippihas commenced,and pile118 * Wheat— No. 2 Chicago .............l 13 (i 1 14
U. H. 5-90's of ’62 (ex. ifit) .......... 117*;
is true of the whole as well as a part.
119
No. 1 Spring ..............1 21 <* 1 23
tempt to unlawfullybias tl^em Jiad come from driving and wharf-building have been pushed F. 8. 5-20’h of ’64 (ex. int.) .......... 118’,
122», Corn .............................. 83 <3 85
C. 8. 5-20's of ’65 *ex. hit) .......... 122*
Pity the people of the region where they
Tilton's side in sendingthem envelopescontain- forward with great rapidity. The prospectsare
Oats ............................... 67 ($ 69
U. 8. 5-20’s of '65 Januaryami July. 123’,
124 <,
may light
Destitution or starvation 1
ing the stories publishedin the New York Sun eonaideredvery encouraging, as the pile- U. 8. 5-208 of ’67 Januaryand July. 125
1 00
12->4 Rye ................................
PoBK-New
VI ibb .................19 50 (.20 00
U. 8. 5-20’b of ’6« Januaryand July. 124
125‘,
awaits
them,
except relief be furabout Beecher having seduced the affianced drivers can be worked m all kinds of weather.
employed in the building .1 the line,
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8. 10-40'e .........................
119
U. 8. new 5’b of ’81 (ex. int.) ........ 117 ‘i
U. 8. currencyC’b ..................
122
Gold (full weight).................116);
Gold bichanke .....................
116’,

U.

bride of Henry C. Bowen. Messrs. Shearman

WASHdGTO!t

11»V

1177.
122’,

Lard— Steam ......................
ST. LOUIS.

12).

<a

13^

nished from abroad. Those who
have been accustomed to the pests in

33

Wheat— No. 2 Red .................l
1 35
and Abbott the only members of Beecher's
65 14 67
117* Corn-No.2 New ..................
Ex-SenatorHarlan has sold out his interest
counsel who were present dared Mr. Beech to
i
11774 OaTS-No. ........................ 56 <4 58
in the Washington Chronicle and returned to
Rye-No. .........................
1 10 $ 1 12
BBEAD8TCFFH.
the proof of his assertions, and he said he was
....................
19 60 (6 19 75
his home in Iowa.
The grain markets attractedconsiderableat- Pore— Meas
ready and willing to produce the evidence
Lakd ............................
n (4 13
tention from speculators, and quite an active
Hoob ...............................
G 25 » 7 00
A Washington dispatchstates that a naval
whenever the court would set a time. Judge
speculative business was transacted. Generally Cattle ...........................4 75 (a 6 50
Neilson said the proper time to consider the force with steam launches will be ordered to speaking tbe market was firmer, and the curMILWAUKEE.
charges would be after the renditionof the the mouth of tbe Rio Grande to look after rent range of prices was higher,although at Wheat-No. ................... 103 «105
the extreme close the markets weakened aud
verdict when, if it could be made to appear our intereststhere, and co-operatewith the
.....................
67
69
the advance gained early was almost entirely Corn— No.
Oats— No. ......................
(„ 57
that the jury had a-^epted bribes, or that an army in the suppressionof Mexican raids.
lost. The movement has been mainly specRye ................................
97
attempt had been made to bribe them, the The trial of Hindi*, the postal contractor, ulative, seller July being the favorite'optiou. Barley— No. .................... 1 20 @ 1 25
The
June
shorts
had
generally
made
provision
for fraudulent practices, terminatedin his acCINCINNATI.
guilty parties would be punished.
for their contracts, and they were thereforein- Wheat— Re
.....................1 20 @ 1 27
Boss Tweed was released from Blackwell’s quittal.
differentabout buying. Tbe liberal ship- Corn— New ........... ..... ••••
69
71
Gentlemen in official position,says a Wash- ping movement "in wheat aud com, Qatb ...........................
67
Island Prisori a few nights ago. Hishberty,
Bye ................................
1 08 ® 1 19
1u
however, was of short duration, as ho was re- ington telegram,are apprehensivethat unless and the reductionin the stock in store, togeth- ,
@19 00
er with conflicting crop reports, were the pnn- ^0RK MeiB .......................
18 60
Lard .............................. 12
13
arrestedon the followingmorning and lodged prompt measures be taken in regard to contincip&l causes of the advance established early in
TOLEDO.
in Ludlow Street Jail in defaultof rS.QOO.’oOO ued raids on the Texas border, tbe United States the week, while the reaction toward the close WHEAT-Extra .....................1 25
@ 1 28
Amber ....................
1 22 @ 1 24
bail.
.Chief Washburn and bis secret-service and Mexico may be involved in serious difficul- was due to increased offerings consequent upon
Corn—
New
..................
....
74
76
the desire to realize at the advance, and the
detectives made a large haul of counterfeiters ties. The army will now act promptly in pro59
more favorable weather. Wheat closed lower. Oath ............................... 57
tecting
American
citizens,
assisted
by
such
naDETROIT.
at Pittsburgh,the other day. A new style of
Com l@2c higher. Oats %c better, aud barley Wheat— Extra .......................
@ 1 27
counterfeiting was developed in the course of val appliances as the necessity may demand. a trifle higher than at the opening.
Amber ......................@ 1 23
Tbe following table shows the prices current Corn .............................. 68
the search among the effectsof the criminals. Gen. Ord has been placed in command cf all
70

Kansas are of tho opinion that the continuous wind from the same direction
for the past three days has so favored
their flight that the likelihood of their
having left us for this season is encouraging. They are pestilentialas cholera,
aud as uncontrollable. If the parties
appointed by authority to investigate
them can make any advances in a discovery of their origin, or improvise a
method of annihilation before the fledging period, they will deserve being pensioned by Congress for a lifetime.
Yesterday I visited several farms and
endeavored to form a judgment as to the
proportion of damage done to crops;
but without more help than I had an accurate estimate could not be made. Then
I must add the outcome that will take
place in some fields, about which I can
tell nothing, os it is dependent upon the
seasonableness of the weather for the
remainder of the crop-growing season.
I venture to say that, if the grasshoppers
let us alone henceforward, the crops in
this vicinity will average one half of
wliat they would have been before their
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appeared that they had turned their attention tho forces on the Rio Grande.

j

The war between

Oats ............................... 59

CLEVELAND.

GENERAL.

to railroad pawes, and had on liand a beautiful
collection, embracing the counterfeited
signar

the opening and close of the past week:

Opening.

the Baltimore imd Ohio

@
@

22 @ 1
17 @1
.............
73
............................
65

Wheat— No.

Closing.

Red .................1
No. 2 Red .................1

and

1

@
@

_

61
24
]9
75
67

No. 2,Bp’g wheat. ca*L li.wx^i.oi
Corn
$ .98X® -W
No. 2, Heller June....
<»1.00X
@ .98)4 #vrs
No. 2, feller July ..... 1.01 @1.02
i .»#
country.
panies having compromised their difficulties.
No. 2eelkr August... 1.01 @1.01X
® l.oox
Tire WEST.
No. 2 corn, caeb ...... .67»;@ .68
coming.
@ .N34
The ship Champlain was recently wrecked
No.2 com, seller June .67 ‘i@ .68
.69X® .70
A ntwHTiTL accidentoccurrednear Chari- on the California coast All of the crew escaped No.
2 corn, seller July.
.70 bid
.c9'B@
Waiting.
ton, Iowa, on the Burlington and Missouri \rithjtbe exceptionof the Captain and one sea- No. 2 com, s. August. •72‘.@ .72)$ .73*4 bid
The Grand Jnry Indict Clinton, the Loul*.
No. 2 oats, casb ......
Riding
countrywards
yesterday,a citi.57*4 @ -W
@
.58J,
Biver railroad, last week, by which five passen- man.
iana Embezzler, on Four Counts.
No. 2 oats, teller June .57X® .58
.58 bid
zen of Vicksburg came upon a mule
gers were killed outright,and a number ip[From the New Orleans Picayune.]
.5514® .50
Retobts receivedby the Agricultural Bureau No. 2 oat*, seller July. .50)4 « .57
oart which had been “stalled”in a very
jured. The cause of the disaster was the Ugh at Washington from different sectionsof the No. 2 oats, s. August. .« *4(4 .4114 .4014® .4014
Yesterday
tbe grand jury bad hole in the center of the road.
No. 2 rye, canh ....... .95 @ .97
® .95
wind that prevailed at the time, which drove country indicate that the winter and spring No. 21*arley.cash....
I1.30
1.35 @1.40
brought in four true bills against Auditor negro owner and driver sat on the ground
1.05 @1.05)$
(« 1.07
a freight trmn into the caboose of a stock train
Clinton. The following are the counts: near by, and the gentleman halted and
whe^t will yield four-fifths of a full crop. Rye | Xo! 8
y! "iuh1.'!!
@1.15
1.18 @1.25
that had sMpjted for coal,... Two mnrd’ererw
L Misdemeanor in office on June 1, 1874, in
promises better than wheat, but will fall

tures of officers of the leading roads in the

,

Pennsylvania railroads

is

ended, the two com- 1

A STATE AUDITOR INDICTED.

.m

and

morning

The

Wh

below ~

were executed in HKnois on Prfday.the 18th of
the usual

June— John (Msey at

Paris.

’and Nathan Bfar-

peas at Effingham.;,.At Chicago, last week,
whijn a party of wovkpien were bitting in a
lime quarry, a prematureexplosion ol powder
oocorred,resulting in the instant deatli of foiir
of thf

tom

men. The

poor fellows were literally

to pieces, and burned with the

the todst shrieking

manner.

powder in

abd

average.O&ts are

in good

condition, The movement was

fair in this market during

reach nearly a fall yield in the States | the week just past, but rather an unsettled feeling prevailed and a further decline was sustained in values, The nriucipal cause for the
pHmiees well. Clover Shows a fair average weakness that prevailed was the light demand
condition. Fruit prospectsfair to good in the on shippingaccount and the unfavorable advices received from Eastern markets. At the
East, and below the average in the West .
extreme close, however, a cliange came over
POLITICAL.
the market, and a fair portion of the early, de’ash mess
*s pork closed
The Democratic State convention of Ohio, at ! cIine wiw recovered. Cai
strong under a good
1 _ ______
at 119®
19. 10;
ColmnbnB, last week, was one of tbe largest
•Der June closed at *18.65 ; seller July at
ever held. The following ticket was put in tbe *19, and seller August at *19.20. Cash 'lard
field : .Governor,William Allen, of' Roes ; Lieuquiet at 913.20:seller July in moderate request
tenant-Governor, Hamnel F. C. Treyon, of at |1110@13.20 ; seUer August closed at *13.35
®13.40.
Hamilton : Hhpreme Judge, Thomas *Q. Aahwill

of the largest production. The barley crop

demand

asked :
“ What's the matter ?”

willfully refusingto perform a duty enjoinedon
him by law. to-wit : To issue to N. W. Travis a
warrant for *500 upon the Treasurer.

“Stuck-ed,” was the reply.

do
“I dunno, Boss ; Use bin here a ’Hole
fund and creditingthe same to the general
hour thinkin’ whether I’d better do a
fund.
dollars worf
of liftin’
3. Extortion in officeon June 1. 1874 in cor hundred
----------------------- to
. save a
2. Misdemeanor in office for illegally taking
away the sum of *2,000 from the special levee

;“ Well, what are yon going to

.r

i

ruptly receiving a fee of

*500

for drawing a

'T&tZZWA,

fifty dollar mule, or go hom, afoot

!

p„b,ic 1

.

!

V^rgUraKl.

money while Auditor of Public Accounts, on
The superiority of the wood of the
Portions of the 8t4tee of Ohio and Indiana
Dec Jl,
Florida cedar over all other kinds of
were visited by an earthquakeon the 18tU-of
At 11 :45 ft capias was nerved upon the
cedar is well known, and tho demand for
June, The shock was severe at many points,
Auditor by the Sheriff. He took the
iff in Bavaria, where immense quantities
although no casualties a^jeP01*®^ other than
matter with great nonchalance, and of lead pencils are made, has induced
promised to repair to the court to give
the craptyug o/ the xpalls of a few buildings.
PBOphcE. If*
some manufacturer*-to take up the quesbnra, of Clermont ; Auditor, E. M. Greene, of
ITiere was au increased inquiry for butter bond; which he did at half-past2 o’clock.
... .A violent rain storm deluged the.cityof St.
tion of the acclimatization
of the tree
.Blielby ; Treaaurer,John HcUreiner^ofMeic* • I durinK the week arid the buwueHH transacted The bail was fixed at the sum total of the
Louis on the ifiornirig of the 18th of June,
that
country.
Seeds
have
been sown in
Attorney-General TkomaA
rJfi. ’ waH Bomefchat larger,and quite a number of
LH'JHamount involved—that ' is, $23,500. tte royal forest, and about 5,000 young
earning gtba^deetriiMion of pro^Wi ft also -t— 'TT»,.r — --- — — < *-*. 4 un trll, Ol
of;Pd*i
round lots were dwp0H#l of., The shim, ing doware ; number of tM Ikiard cf Public Works,
maud has been mainly Tfor finja, and second# Messrs. J. Hernandez, A. Baldwin and plants have been grown on our private
extended tfarittfrheM ptttfiateV>ffrfl«&tf,IH1H. E. Geghan. of
4 ;
dragged
slowly.'
The receipts continuefair, Lafayette Folger are sureties for $20,000 e*tate. The cultivationof tho tree has
nois|,lowa*Ud''!!ebra*l»;doing otfoniirable
m The Democrats of Maine h&ve notoinatefl but the shipping nimlamentImd the effect of cf the above sum, and Mes&rs. N.‘ C.
neon attempted also in other parte of
dantteh^/.AliP*^' .oMhft Bock Geu. diarlisW.Roberts fo^Gov&nor.
.though with Homo Folger, E. Fulton and J. B^ohe for the
lalgndrtBroedw^ thrown from the traok anjj
dealers certain grades have accumulated. Quoremaining $3*500. v
'foreign.
UtionH ranged fct 20® 24c for extras ; 17® 20c
down a thirty-footembankment, near PlattsIn view of this action of the grand //Commodore Vanderbilt goes to the
The suspension of the firm of Bennett Ben- for firats ; 14®17o for. seconds ; lj^®14c for
burg, Mo., a few nights eince. Two pa.-<8enNew York Hippodrome every evening at
thirds, and 9®jllo for grease and common old jury, Gov. Kellogg promptly issued incem were killed cutright,.and the express son A Co., of Quebec, is announced, with li&- stock. Beans were in fair request ami steady structions to the Judge of the Superior sunset, to hear Gilmore’s baud.

1873.
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GOSSIP OF THE

MICHIGAN NEWS.

member of the party was
presented by E. Remington k Sons with
that city each

pared and found to be exactly like that Mirk Twain’s Advice an
of Mr.

The physiciansof Albion have adoptthe Indians. Bull Eagle ed a new fee bill.

A. S. Abell, of the Baltimore Sun, is one of their celebratedrifles, greatly to
probably the wealthiestjournalist in

United States, his fortune being
mated

at

from seven to

the

esti-

ten millions

the delight of

was also given a silver tankard with his.

,

of name engraved thereon, and which he

dollars.

Jennie Hatch,
seventy wkitefish

declared he; would never disgrace by

The

er’s

St Joseph, caught

of
in

Bond on

most

The Erart Review has

about an hour.

the following

The Sheboygan express going east Qn.
railroadbuildershave struck a the Flint and Pere Marquette railway

__

parents to find his whereabouts have
the embankment into the river. FortuRus- country, has been attended by still more
been unsuccessful.
violent
phenomena
in
other
parts
of
the
nately, however, the skids were soft
sia, Germany and Austria has l>eeu
Prof.
Osband,
of
the
Department
of
wood, and when the train came rushing
broken owing to the suspected warlike globe, suggesting a cosmic cause for the
that the tripartite alliance between

designs of one of the parties to it— perturbations.We hear of dreadful Natural Sciences at Albion College, and along and struck them they were cut by
earthquakesin three widely separate his wife, the Preceptress,will withdraw the wheels, and the train, though great•Germany.
Mr. John T. Dklane,
Loudon Times,

first

became connected

and upon

several

May, attended by

hundred

New Grenada Kalamazoo

lives ; in

railroad

dropped

the destruction of
in Mexico,

many villages ; and
whore the shocks were less

violent and disastrous.

retire.

fall will be a hard time for re-

turning European

tourists, Secretary

was

the train passed over it

A railroad employe named Radcliff,
in that city,

of Flint, has been arrested

Somerville,Mass., and a lorge quantity of stolen goods
recently stabbed to death by his found in his possession. In default of

George Pepper,
wife. Pepper’s

of

life

ble for its accidents,

had been memora- $400 bail he was committed to jail.
Chanobs have recently been made
and he had received

Bristow having determined tliat this
bringing home a dozen more trunks than

hurts

are needed for a traveler’swardrobe, and

nary

pinning together costly fabrics, just to

gress in its fight with the rebel ram

enough to

kill lialf

men. He was on

a dozen

ordi-

be stopped.

his

It is evident that the effects of the
“hard times” in various parts of the

Michigan postal affairs as follows : Dis-

board the Con- conffriued—Wakeshma.KalamazoO coun-

Mer- ty. Postmasters Appomfed— Dimon-

upper jaw knocked out,

a hole

made

in his side so that his intestines could

Pin connings, Bay county, C. H. Rhodes.

be

St. Joseph is in a ferment because of
thumb and one eye carried the killing of John Passeouski,a
world are but just being felt in England. away, while he also received a shot in
Polander, by two young men named
Failures of iron and mercantileinterests one arm and leg. Subsequentlya cir^V Michael Tassel and John Sieber. The
are of almost daily occurrence of late in oular saw took off the four fingers of
quarrel originatedin a dispute as to the
that country, and, as an effect, Canada is
also experiencinga severe stringencyand
lias

an occasional business

failure.

Parson Brownlow, having been
lenged to fight a

chal-

duel, claims the right to

select the weapons, and names the following terms

:

The parties ai e

meet

to

in

on

open-topped hog-pen, after a hard sum-

mer rain, armed with dungforks; and
whoever shall toss the other out

sliall

be

regarded as having killed him in mortal
combat.

They shoot birds with base ball in the
East. While some schoolboys in

Little-

ton, N. H., were playing ball recently, a
ball batted by one of them struck a swal-

low in the

and brought him down

air

as

afe

neutralized by. the children’s trick

of stopping $heir ears with the bedclothes. The only prompt, effective,and

method is to bring them ap by
hair. If your child lias a good,
healthy scalp, without any tendency to
premature boldness, this method will
absolute
the

work with the moat gratifying efficiency.
Try it about once a week, and you will
be surprised to observe how its influence
will extend through the six days, inspiring your child with the liveliestpossible
interestin the resplendent pageantry of
sunrise. The pulling up of a darling
child by the hair requires the exercise of
energy and ftrmaess; but no affectionate
parent will hesitate at the little sacrifloe
of this kind for the welfare of his offspring.

was not thrown from the track.

on

in

House, rimac during the war, when his skull, dale, Eaton county, H. A. French ; Innose and jaw were broken, the teeth of dian Creek, Kent county, Joseph Wilder;

“pass through” the Custom

My

-ye

Hag

h*111

them, but the
rrt" Alf ^ocess diminishes
with its repetition, even when not enby

Nothing can lie more fatal to your disthe exception of damaging the cipline than to allow your children to
engine a little the train passed on all contradict you. If you hap})cn to be betrayed into any misstatement or exagright.
geration in their presence, don’t permit
them to correct you. Right or wrong,
The Spare Bed.
you must obstinately and promptly supWhen I go to the country to visit my press all opposition,with force if need
relations, writes M. Quad, the snare bed be. The moment you permit them to
rises up before my imaginationSays be- doubt your unerring wisdom you will
fore I start, and 1 shiver os I remember begin to forfeit their respect and pander
how cold and gravelike the sheets are. to meir conceit. There can be no sadder
I put off the visit os long as possible, spectacle than a parent surrounded by
solely on account of that spare bed. I •live branches who think that they know
don't like to tell that I had rather sleep more thou he does. I vividly remember
on a picket fence than to enter that spare how my father— who was one of the most
room and creep into that spare bed, and rigid and successfulof disciplinarians—
so they know nothing of my suffering. quelled the aspiring egotism that promptThe spare lied is always as near a mile ed me to correct his carelessremark
and a half from the rest of the beds os (when he was reckoning a problem in
it can be put. It is either up stairs at shillings)tliat five times twelve was sixtythe head of the hall or off the parlor. two and a half. * So,” said he, looking
The parlor curtains have not been raised over his spectacles and surveying me
for weeks ; everything is as prim as an grimly, “Ye think ye know more’n
old maid’s bonnet, and the lied is as your father, hey? Come ’ere to me !”
square and true as if it had been made His invitation was too pressing to be deup to a carpenter’s rule. No matter clined, and f6r a few excmtiating morlieth
whether
it be summer or winter, the lied j ments I reposed in bitter humiliation
is like ice, and it sinks down in a way to ; acroi* his left knee, with my neck in the
make one shiver. The sheets are slip- embrace of his left arm.

out of

by the loss of sixteen thousand lives and been filling it, and Saturday afternoon

my observation,\
time to bring up a child \

With

feet of the

the death of |Mr. T.

1841. Now, after a service of thirty-six
years, it is announcedthat he will shortly

must

Last Thursday about 200

ly jarred,

on the 18th of the same month, attended sight, but a large gang of hands have

Barnes assumed the chief editorship, in

Next

the loss of

spend a year in study and travel

as assistant editor

with the great journal
in 1880,

editor of the and 5th of

to

difficult

^m>Td^\l^j

“

a

\

According to

sudden departure.

flciukinir fire-wuterout rtf it. Sitting bed of sandstone suitable for building,
last evening had a narrow eecape from a
Jonathan CiJFFOBD,a[Vennont veteran
Bull received a heavy silver statuette in Hops, Bony dounty.
terrible
accident at the Hagadone railof the war of • 1812, contributed to the
of a raging bull chained to
post,
Last week a Marshall paper boasted way, about, four miles west of Evart.
Centennial curiosities in Boston a powwhich pleased him greatly. Before
that
their jail was without an occupant. Some lumbermen had placed akids down
der-horn of antique pattern, which has
leaving they sung a characteristic peace
on the track for the purpose of getting
The next day it had seven.
omelled the smoke of three American
song, and departed in the best possible
wars— the French and Indian, the RevoThe Kalamazoo Board of Education logs Into the r.Ver, and had gone away
humor.
and forgottento remove them. At that
lution, and the war of 1812.
has made a rule that no presents shall be
The remarkable disturbance of the
point there is a very high embankment,
made to teachers by the pupils.
and the track approaches close to it, and
It is rumored that an alliance, offen- forces of nature that has characterized
Frank Dodge, of Niles, lias mysterithe
last
three
months,
and
expressed
ithad the train jumped the track it would
sive and defensive,has been formed beously disappeared,and all effortsof his
have undoubtedly been thrown down
tween Russia and Great Britain, and self in storms and heavy rainfallsin this

regions— in Asia Minor on the 3d, 4th

clpline.

several official papers. If

true, the above will explain the default-

seen, and his

*

............

the hand fronv which he had lost the ownership of a dog. Sieber is the stepthumb, and by the fall of a pile of lum son of the deceased, and there had been rary clean, the pillow slip* rustle like ! i aijn't
ilitn demonstrate his mathber a leg and three ribs were broken.
shrouds, and one dare not stretch lua leg ematioal accuracy with the palm of his
a family feud for some years.
down for fear of kicking agaius a tomb- right hand on the largest patch on my
George Auxdox was shot by his step- stone. One sinks down until he is lost 1 trowsers, but I felt
Rudolph Boubmak is the champion
.......
. r
j
that the old man was
in
the
hollow,
and
foot
by
foot
the
prim
son
near
Six
Lakes,
in
the
town
of
Belvitramp printer of the continent. He arright ; aud when, after completely eradibedposts vanish from sight. He is worn cating my faith in the multiplication
rived in San Francisco on the 3d of dere, a few days since. The wounded
out and sleepy, but he knows the rest of
June, one hundred and thirty-five days man walked one-lialf a mile after being the family are so far away tliat no one table, he asked me how much five times
twelve was, 1 insisted with tears in my
from New Jersey, having walked the en- shot, and lived about six hours. Before could hear him if he should shout for on
eyes, tliat it was sixty-two and a half.
tire distance. Bourman left New Jersey his death he declared tliat the shooting hour, and this makes him nervous. He “Tliat’s right,” soidhe. “I’ll learn
on the 12th of last January without a was intentional, while the son, a young wonders if any one ever died in that ye to respect your father if I have to
room, and straightway he sees faces of thrash ye twelve times a day. Now go’n wacent in his pocket, determined to reach man 19 years of age, claims that it was
dead persons, hears strange noises, and ter them bosses, ’n be lively,too !”. The
San Francisco without cost to himself. accidental.
presentlyfeels a chill galloping up and old gentleman didn’t permit my respect
He walked from the starting point to
At Jackson, the other day, a boy 17 down his back. Did any one ever pass for him to wane much until the inflamPhiladelphia,thence to Pittsburgh,Cin- or 18 years old, unknown except to two a comfortable night in a spare bed ? No matory rheumatism disabled him, and
matter how many quilts and spreads cov- even then he continuedto inspire me
cinnati, St. Louis, and tkence along the or three who had employed him in farm
ered him, he could not get warm, and if with awe until I was thoroughlyconline of the Union Pacific and Central labor, an orphan from an Eastern city, lie accidentally fell asleep it was to wake
vinced that his disability was pennaPacific railroads, until he arrived in the utterly friendless and out of money, with a start under the impression that a 1 neu£
Golden City. He obtained food by ask- with no refuge from starvation but death dead man was pulling his nose. It will
Unquestioning obedience is the crown1x3 days and weeks before he recovers
ing for it from men in the section houses or thievery, forlornly threw up the
ing grace of childhood. When yon tell
from the impression, and yet he must
along the line of the railroad, and at al- sponge and committed suicide by taking suffer in silence, because the spare lied your cluld to do anything and he stops
to inquire why, it is advisable to kindly
most every place where he stopped at he laudanum.
was assigned him in token of esteem and
but firmly fetch him a rap across the ear
affection.— i4 Many Journal.
was kindly treated, and was furnished wit
A Mr. Harding, of Kalkaska, was lost
and inform him “ That’s why !” He will
something to eat and a place to sleep.
soon get in the way of starting with
in the Manistee swamp, and wandered
A Big Story.
charming
alacrity at the word of comMr. Sayre, oi Lexington, lisps a little,
The grasshoppersdon’t stand much around for six days with nothing to eat
.
chance in Minnesota, for the people have but a lunch which he took from home and a good story is told <of him, the better for its truth; Some years since
of Hie most inveterate andannoyorganizeda more intelligentwarfare and ate on the first day. He did not see
a
until the
when I overeeerof 011e of
farm» told him
°f children is inquisitiveness
Says H you are cnnaiderateenongh to attempt
upon them than those of any other sec- a human temg imtU the sixth day, when needed(|omel oll

^

..

...

!

!

suddenly

he was hit with a bullet.

as if

This incident raises the hope that the
great American game may yet be put to
some practical use.
In Dallas, Tex., a few nights since,
James T. Obeuchain was shot and seriously wounded by John Stone. Stone
remarked, “ I

feel os if I

kill somebody to-night.”

am

going to

Young Oben-

“A

chain replied, jestingly,

or mosquito, perhaps,” when

gnat
Stone

said something about being insulted,

up

and, walking

to him, drew a pistol

human

sixth

^

fired.

An exchange thus

relieves itself

:

“T-o-n-g-u-e spells ‘tongue,’ and the
man who

so should have

first spelled it

been hongue. A-c-h-e spells ‘ache,’
and that’s all you can mache out of it.
E-i-g-h-t spells eight,” no matter how
you deprecieight the idea; and that
‘

a-i-s-l-e should spell ‘aisle,’ and
f-e-i-g-n ‘feign,” is enough to

anybody smaisle

if

the

effort

make

were not

too peiguful.”

The Mennonites own about

150,000

acres of land along the line of the Atchi-

^ ^

tion. It was inaugurated in the Minne- he came to a house. He was weak and | Mr. Sayre: “Very well, go and buy four
sota valley by a Mr. Reaney, who in- emaciated, aud his reason, upon diseov- or five thous aud* pigs right awav, and
ering the house, nearly deserted him. | put them on the farm.” The man, ac-

^
!

ommverous curiosity, you
we^ prepare to abdicate, for you
be nouplussed by their questions a

to8atl8f.v U1611,

a

duced Le Sueur, Ottawa, St. Peter,
Trip rmmnivafinnfl.a IT, 1 CUStomed to olX3y, and that without ques- .t0ZeU
aU(^
Sftg&O*
The organizationof the Sacred Temple , tionillg| Mked.
j take the mJ,nev | ity will be^ hopelessly compromised.
Kaosta and several other towns to offer
bounties for c itching grasshoppers,and in Marshall has rented the Facey Hall with me to purchase them ?” “ No, Au ftV2»«e ^!J “ a magazine' of uncouThey all know
1 querable and disconcerted conundrums.
the plan worked well from the start. In for the use of the society. It is to lx* thir.
\ou cannot expect children to have much
here — I’ll pay for them, or give you
Le Sueur and Ottawa the grasshoppers fitted up as parlor, kitchen, etc. Formouey to pay when you get them.” The reverence for a parent whose ignorance
were nearly annihilatedin a few days by merly no persons were admitted as memoverseerwent his way, aud in two weeks thej can expose twice out of tliree times
the school children, under the stimulus bers but relatives of Masons, but this returned, when the followingconversa- trying. It is well enough to answer an
easy questionnow and then, just to contion took place : “ Well, Mr. Sayre, I
of bounties. Over 19 bushels were col- restriction is uow removed. Mrs. S. A
vince them that you can when you
can’t
get
many
pigs.
I
have
ridden
all
lected and destroyed in a single day. Peterman is the presidingofficer of this
over the country, all about, aud can buv choose; but when they come at you with
The bounty was at first 20 cents a quart, edge.
Ixstween eight and nine hundred.'’ a poser, tell them : “ Oh, never mind !”
but it was reduced to 12 J cents a quart,
The forty-first annual convention of “ Eight or nme hundred what 1” “Eight or “Shut up,” aud then they will grow
rewithout lessening the war in the least; the Episcopal Diocese of Michigan was in or nine hundred pigs.” “ Eight or
or nine
nine• UP. “dependent
,
, aud self reliant,and ...
hundred
pigthel
Who
told
yon
to
buy
J?™111611
'f1?,
fro“
"P^
for, at noon of the first day after this re- session at Flint last week. A large numthat many pights? Are von afboli” “You < m8your lieftJ 0Pe,n-to»“d bo" ‘
duction, over 17 bushels had been taken ber of clergymen and lay delegateswere
holds so much mformatiouwithout lettold me to buy them two weeks since.
to the Borough Clerk of Le Sueur and in attendance.The service was opened I have tried to doit.” “Eight or nine ting more out of it
It would be difficult— venr difficult—
paid for. All sorl s of contrivanceshave by the Rev. Dr. Schetky, of Marshall; hundred pights ! I never told you to do
to
estimate the beneficialeffect that
been devifthi for catching grasshoppers. reading of the psalter by the Rev. W. anv thuth thing!” “ But you did— you
would
be entailed upon their children if
told me to go and buv four or five thousTwo boys, with a common sack having a W. Raymonds, of Hillsdale. The lesand pige.” “I did no thuth thing! parents generallywould adopt the methhoop fitted to its mouth, have earned sons were pronounced by the Rev. G. I told you to buy four or five thous and od here vaguely indicated.
between seven and eight dollars a day. M. Skinner, of Mt. Clemens; creed and their little pight, and you have done it,
Successful Kindness.
Two men, with a canvas trap on a two- litany by the Revs. Lewis, of Port Hu- I should think.” Mr. Sayre had pork to
sell in the autumn.
A horse iu Framingham, formerly
wheeled machine, have made great havoc ron, and Brown, of Detroit. The Bish-

..

I

and

1
he
an!.

y0Ur

me.

1

,

.
b-T

.

,

son, Topeka, and Santa F* railroadand

have brought some $2,000,000in gold
into the country. Their attentionis
chiefly directed to cultivating the soil

and

to

stock

raising,

though after a

while it is expected that various
kinds of manufacturing will be introduced. They dress in an exceedingly

of the grasshoppers,and have brought op, with assistants,administered the rite
in piles of them.
of’ communion to a large number of
The Mosaic Dietary Laws.

Well-knowncases are on record where
communicants. The Bishop announced imagination produced sickness and even

death without any real disease. In epidemics imagination, exciting fe&rs, often
multiplies the number of fatal cases. Sir
Walter Scott was fon,d of telling a story,
where the facts came within his personal
ilized society— with variations,of course.
knowledge. A timid man! was persuaded
In the cities, especially, the main arti- oations, and committees were appointed that the ground over which he was
cles of food are those which the laws of for the same.
walking was full of adders: He was
Moses recommended.When in former
A singular discovery was made at greatly alarmed, and soon thought he
days people dieted largely tn pork, Niles, a few days ago. The firm of D. felt one iu his boot. He struck violently
many became hogs themselves, and many
k W. K. Lacey purchased some waste at the boot with a stick in his hand to
diseases still raging among men have
kill the reptile. As he struck hard, he
been conveyed into the human svstem paper of a rag peddler,among the lot was certain he heard the adder hiss, and,
by the consumption of pork, rabbits, being a paper bag, with the following excited almost to terror, he kept pelting
hares and other animal food which the written on the back:
away at the boot till the ankle was sore
law forbids.
Emotional -insanity has bean increasingon from the pounding. Stopping at last
Physiologistsunderstand well enough
me for about eight months, and I don't want to from sheer exhaustion,' and listening, he
the importance of diet, and yet none
go to an insane asylum. No Corener’sinquest. said, “ Ah l now he is silent I H.ink I
.
Plain coffin,no casket. Lay me out and bury have done for him,” and pulled off his
boot.
ma in the clothas I have on. Don't remove
What was his surprise and chagrin at
3,000 years, a healthy, intelligent,ener- them. Basket of books and papers are Treasfinding that the adder was his watch,
urer’s
papers,
except
one
package,
which
begetic and fertile race. Much is said
______
which had slipped down into his boot,
about their longevity,temperance, char- longs to the estate of Thoa. G. Wickham. Give and the breaking of the spring was the
itable disposition, etc.; still no scientist this to Benjamin F. Fish. In the pocket-bqok
only hiss he heard. < It may be hoped
has taken the trouble to examine the is $$7.50, which give to Allan as directed on
that he learned a good lesson, and did
food oh which this race lived and thrived. paekage. > . ^
not yield again to idle fears without inThe point is certainly, scientifically, very,
Gao. N. Bond.
qrirmg if there was any real occasion for
important.— Am erf can Israelite.
The handwriting on the bag was com-

strange that the Mosaic prescrip- that under the amendment to Sec. 1,
manner. They eat five times a
tions for man’s diet, chiefly taken from Canon 61, he would divide the diocese
day, and sleep ten hours, and are
the tabernacle rites, have become, by into three convocations,to be known as
healthy and wealthy.
common consent,the bill of fare of civ- Southern, Central, aud Northern ConvoIt is

plain

The “honest burglar” has been inNew York — he was on the

terviewed in

witness stand— and he says: “What with
the burglar alarms in houses

and

and the

and people

district telegraphs,

stores,

growing economical and careful, aud the

newspapers hounding us, burglary,garand highway robberies and such
things is actually hazardous and aint so
roting

easy to be did.” Such, at

least, is

the

account which the New York papers give
of the interview; and spite of the allow-

ance necessary to be mode for
ural desire to give their

city, as

thfe nat-

good a

character ns possible, it is possibleitheir
report is an accurate one.

The Sioux Indians wqre made a good
deal of in

New York.

Before leaving

Too Much Imagination.

have-

..

..

.

•

(Signed)

driven iu a meat cart, was bought by hw
present owner at a very low price* l>eeause vicious. He would bite, rear,
kick, run away— was utterly uucontrolable. Soon after changing masters,the
people who liad called the purchase a
foolish one were surprisedat the difference in the horse’s conduct He would
go fast or slow as desired ; stop instantly
at “whoa !” follow his call, and rub his
head on his shoulder. What had made
the change ? Not force ; the poor horse
had been beaten, kicked, and starved
Ixffore, and grown more and more stubborn. No ; but he was well fed, well
watered ; not overdriven or overloaded
never whipped, kicked, or scolded. Kind
words were given him, ami uow and
then an apple or a lump of sugar. No
gentler, safer, more faithful horse went
on the road. But, Indian fashion, he
forgot neither benefit or injury. Occusionallv wheu iu harness,he saw his
;

former* master. Then invariably all
the tire of his nature was aroused.
His eve rolled, he champed his bit, and
allowed an intense desire to get hold of
his former enemy. Only the voice and
caressing hand of his kind owner conld
quiet him. Wliat a power is kindness
-the power that even the Almighty
loves best to use !— Oir Dumb At
mats.

-

Mwl

HOLLAND CITY
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Oration -Geneva Arbitration. John Vlsscher, Holland, Mich.

Editor.

Saturday, June

PHOENIX HOTEL 1875. _ 1875
AND
DINING HALL.
EXCURSIONS 1

Steele,Somerville, N. J.

Music.

VAN SOHELVEN,

a.

Oration-Apologyfor the Indian. WilliamVernon

1875.

25,

Pii™l

?,llmoni1 Allegan County, ilich..

Oration— Valedictory.Lawrence Dykatra, Grand
Raplia, Mich.

1

Music.

The

ACADEMIC DEPARTMENT—Pott

“oonaftomYT.”

Master a Oration— Libertyend

Law.

OraduaU.
rend Via-

A

“iPHCEiNTX.”

Hope

THKOLOQICALDEPARTMENT

College waa held on Wednesday

erenlng, In the First

These exercises are always anxiously lookInstitution is

The

Walsh’s City Dmg Store.
Holland, Mich., June 24, 1875. 19-21

Music.

The

and always has been

Of writing paper and envelopesat

Oratlon-ChrlatlanEthics. Andrew Wormser, NIJverdal, Netherlands.

Reformed Church.

ed for and enthusiasticallyattended.

A Ohoioe Lot

Mueio.

Announcemtnt qf

the

Ctrt\ftoitet and

—

Dtqrm.

EF* For

If we are allowed to Judge the class of

--

Holland, June

a fine assortment of good sub-

stantial Furniture, Mattresses,Children
Carriages, etc., call at H. Meyer’s & Co.,
limited to this place, nor to what Is known
ment,” we cannot but bo favorably im- River street, who offer all at very low figas the colony, but extends to all those
pressed. The orations,the subject matter ures.
places and localities, where its beneficiary
as well as their delivery, were superior to
tST For a good fl ve-cent cigar, go to L. T.
results hare been observed and experthose of any previous year. For the most
Kanters & Co.
ienced.
they treated on some practical question or
The exercises this year were enlivened other. It was in fact an original pro- To th« Editor qf the Holland CUy Newt;
considerablyby the “Closing Rhetorical gramme compared with the range of subI am the owner and agent for the followpride of our people.

Interest is not

’75

a

Ihe propeller Tivi-lignt has
been purchased by me for the
Ice Cream and Strawberry Short-Cake express purpose of aeommoevery day during the berry season. New
Potato*, and New Tomato* and all the del- datmg the Public for Lake
icaciesthe home and foreign market af- Lxcursions on
fords. J. MOVICAR, Proprietor.

•Cher, LL. B„ Holland, Mich.

The Tenth Anoatl Commencement of

Public and all others
good dinner can get It at the

traveling

who want

Jtyfrial |otirw.

and their future, by the “commence-

And

THE

IS

n

equal to the beet Imported
Castile Soap, and at the same time poxsesscsall
me washing and cleansing properties of the r«]ebrated German and French Laundry Soap*. It u

**

Upon
J.

men of

’75,

—In School Daya, C. Hyma.
Music— Fore* t Echoea.
Declamation— The Men to Make
Zanten.

a

The Music—

Van

of

45.

_

it

was the same old kind of Lot
‘

9,

Block 2.

9,
“ 9,

music, without an atom of disparagement

“
"

“

9,

“ 10,

“

“ 4,
“ 4,

“

6,
6,

“
“

8. “
F. “

“ 18,

“
“
“
“

lowing certificates and degrees:

J.

no payment down on

Fagg.

M. D.

HOWARD.

MY OFFER.

To any one who wishes to keep a Livery,
Stable, and run a 'Buss from and to the
Railroad Depots and a Hotel, I offer the
use of the barn of the .ETNA HOUSE,
free of charge, with an additionalbonus
for running it in connection with my Hotel. This is a splendid opportunity and
Batchelor of Arts:— [The Graduate anyone wishing to invest will address:
—The Glass Railroad, J. Klooster.
P. Zalrman,
members of the Academic Department.]
-Speech of Black Hawk, J. Dlekema.
iEtna House,
Master of Arts—
Mo !c— We Love to Sing.
Holland, Mich.
A rend Vlsscher .....................
HollandCity.

tT-

Declamrtlon— Our Heroes, J. Van Der Laan.

Holland, April

*'

—Life and Labor. A. Stegeman.
Mnaic— I Love the Merry Sunahlne.

The doxology and benedictionby Rev.
A. Zwemer, of Albany, N. Y., closed the

Declacr tlon— The Fourth of July, E. Van Den
Berge.
Music— EighteenSeventy-Six.

1875.

28,

--

n_i8

A Burlesque.—A programme

,
li>-4

course it varied slightlyin ob-

Special Notice-

was rather witty and not entirely destitute

Fortuln.

of merit, while

Mnaic— Horae Returning.

These exercisea took place

was

a pleasant

evening. As usual, the

one would excel the other

a remarkable incident given.

in the

TT

programme has it Such

burlesques, io or-

„
- -

audience.

tegicalmanner dissuaded the boys from

mark

for

f’e success of the musical part of the cn

this

was

too old

and

that they should resort

bulk
Urtnt f0°L
Smallest

“

”

“
“
“

years old, together with a six year old boy

lbs.

of Mr. E. J. Harrington,went [0 the river

................ 66 cable feet

...............................
No. 12
..............................
4
j

oz

the one of

Theo. Romeyn, of Detroit; also the

one of Rev. H. Uiterwyk on “PubllcSpirit;” but that

was years ago.

For the General Commencemeut exer-

ou Wednesday evening, the

cises,

The Schrs.

Color and

Tri-

First

near the slaughter houses.
to one

of the small boats

M^iey^nflm
lying

Ahere and

while sculling up

brought it ashore. The

little boy told the

Clty

No

M

H°

Its

F.

I®*.

J.
J.

& LAWLER, 23-28

CLOWS.
10, 1875.

River

On Board.

Chicago, aud

15-tf-

BORGMAN.

E. 8.

DUNN,

Clerk.

CITY HOTEL,
Holland, Mich., May, 1875.

ed condition permitted. Search for the
body was at once inatituted.The river
waa dragged and several cannon shots
were fired over the

river, but all

five o’clock the

and

„

fu-

on Tuesday Evening

J.

17-tf

10,

Milk

-

Safes.

^drertisemenfe.

x

Cheap,

roods Sold
at

line.

Street,

Holland, April

&

Son,

14.

- .

1875.

S*9-Jan

Agents a large and well lighted sample

At greatly reduced rates. The

HINTS STSIET.

Choice Groceries
AND

Gents’ Furnishing Goods.

A SPECIALITY.

The

from the

graduating class.
After Invocationby the Rev. J. H. Karlen, of Alto, Wis., the following order of

the 5th of

July.

city to

3'

Music.

or n
Of 0.

Oration— Salutatory. (Latin,) HenrlcusBaron, Hoi

’n

Re'’-Dr-

H°ward

is

IN

#1.00

PER GALLON,
than

1,

1875. 8w

and LOT.

Mich., March 8, Iffft TK

R“

W1ISB

a^' I^ome or travel"1 rag. Something new. Add
Addresi, The Beverly Co.,

Nathan Kenyon, Banker.
HOLLAND, MICH.,
,«DZ’

land, Mich.

A Very large stock

W.

MINDERHOUT,

WERKMAN &

Prop’r.

SONS.

General' Dealers.
River Street,

I offer for sale Lot 8, Block 41, helngon the Smith
East comer of Ninth and Market Street CUr of
Holland. The buildingsare all new, It'ls a^les
ireble location for any kind of bulaioaaaTerms

ToW,

College.

D, Simonson,

J.

the Hotel.

their stay pleasant.

now sold at

HOUSE, STORE

RUBBERS, ETC.

confermi lhe
IV' upon Rev. Cbarle, Scott, Professor of Hope
rroJ’

ed with

The

exercises was observed:

ACADEMIC DEPAR1MBNT- GradMt.

the

.....

Holland

Announce to the

Pupllc that they have received
Jarge and new stock of

FOR SALE!

BOOTS, SHOES,

JJ.'™ Ple“irew^iWI~iiiat
the UdI-

up on

i If* WojJand City being located at the
head of Black Lake, six miles from Lake
Michigan, is beautifully situated for exRiver street, are now offered to cursionists and fishing parties, and the Proprietor will do all in bis power for the acthe Public.
vintage of commodation of his guests, and render

in quantities of not less

25, 1875.

/

the harbor on Monday,

fitted

ground floor. Livery connect-

Home-made Wines, at the
Wine-cellar of Mr. De Jong,

Highest market price paid Five Gallons.
for Butter <fc Eggs, m trade or
Holland, Mich., June

Twi light will run excursion trips

room has been

Pure

1874,

TEAS AND SYRUPS

elegant furniture.

1

Dealers in

ft

are spacious

Office on First Floor. '
Holland. For the convenience of Commercial

'WIJSTE

-

bers of the Council, the Presidentand
Faculty, and the young gentlemen of the

The^ table will he supplied
with the best the market

^change
BOER.

-

COL IF 2XV2B

MANUFACTURERSOF AND DEALERS

voidably crowded out this week.

been spared by the new Proprietor to make it

and
well furnished with new and

sash all glazed when

CoUD,!ry Pro(luce takt‘n ,n
anything In my
8. DE

Riveii

John Roost

^e

dl‘*r(redV0' * ^uru 8^

for

Local jottings and other news is una-

mem-

No pains have

traveling public.

The Rooms

need of this arilcle to come and examine.

affliction.

the platform were seated the

open to the

FIRST-CLASS.

-D>un Kramer. N. O.

tion of the stage and its very appropriate
decorations.

prietors, and is

Odd

without

body was found, The

This House has changed Pro-

notice.
QUARTEL.
1875.

IndependentOrder

regnlar meeting* at

Wednesday afternoon, in cash.
ranged around our 'national “bunting.”
at the First Reformed Church, Rev. H.
The motto of the class “A<w finu ud ini.
Holland, Mich., June
Uiterwijk preaching the funeral sermon.
turn," waa placed overhead in the backThe bereaved parents have the deep symground, and was beautifully wrought.
pathy of the entire community in this their
Our space this week forbids a full descrip-

Edmund Burke. Robert B.

CHICAGO,

Tuesday, Thursday, &

Street,

neral took place on

Jratlon—

SOUTH HAVEN'

will cany “ backSaturday.
freight”wdrom Chicago to Holland for Fourteen cents per ePAksT.rE^,'^,,iCaUn';r:dUPP,y
40 p
hundred-weight,Chicago dock-

short
IIollani),June

Bad and painful sto^r, as well as his excit-

success, until the next morning at about

Reformed Church was handsomely decorated with flowers and evergreens tastoly ar-

On

between

Wollin

0.

y.

lecture by some one competent to deliver

Hon

Via

Leaving

HOUSE MOVING.

Visiting brother*are cordially invited.

.......................
...

recollect especially

^

.

Odd Fellows, hold*

“

We

make Tri-Weekly trips

Monday, Wednesday & Friday;

Would respectfullyin'orra the Public of this City
»nd vicinitythat he I* fully prepared it auv time to
move and raise houses, barns, or other buildmg*.
All my work will be done satislactorilyand on

gw

4 In

ft,

and down thi river his
oar slipped and he fell overboard and
Largest
Ooi
Smallest "
....................^ ^ drowned -Mr. Van Haaften’geon. This
left the little fellow alone/in the boat. He
The anniversary of the “FraternalSocdrifted toward the opposite side of the
iety ’ which is also held during commenceswamp, and it was onlr after an hour or
ment week, was not public this year.
more had elapsed tbat/Iis cries were heard
There was a time when on such occasions
by a couple of boys, Who at once notified
the Society gave us the benefitof a good
the marshal. “Jo” swam to the boat and

it.

Will

and the season afford.

....................52

......................

......
......

To the Merchants of Holland

Q.I„havecommencedthe manufacture of MILK-

.....................
228 years

Total amount of brains, ................glba,
Average

ALEX. ELTON, Master,

Leaving HOLLAND,

M. Harrington. Ree. Sec'y.

A sad accident of drowning occurred on
Tuesday afternoon.The oldest son of
Mr. K. Van Haaften, a youth of twelve

of class at present ......................
..

he,8ht*‘
w<!|8ht“

HURON,

York.

J. Quartel,

^n°^LtNn

and we give the follow-

ing as a sample:

“
“

New

o’clock, *

o^eac^week’

their intention,by using the argument that

to something original. Whether or not
The class statisticswere of a decided this is the result of the advice, we do not
humorous nature; they were read in detail know.

class

14_tf

The Side-wheel Steamer.

Back-Freight

Holland, Mich., June

A. M.

I. 0. of

of

tertainment.

Total age of

1875.

choice of limited

of our young Japanese students make mer." The authoritiesof the College, altheir first appearance before the public, an ways anxious lest something be done
event which was warmly greeted by the
which might hurt the Institution,in a stra-

Number

20,

CO.,

18, 1874.

St

run

the journal,

May

Pfoprietor.

F.

at

from

Capt« F. R, Brower,
HOLLAND, MICH.

der to be in their proper place, should be

its

Mr. L. Nies deserves a good

Persons wishing to charter
will address

DEPL’Y

to the proper parties and not drag
delivery. in outsiders. The incident reminds us of Holland, Mich., on Wednesday evening, Julv
3
The most noticeable and really interest- an attempt on the part of some of the stu- 14,
„
GK0- LAUDER, W. M.
ing feature of this evening was to see two
J. 0. Dokxburo, Sec
47.^
dents one or two years ago, to “bury Ho-

his subject or in the manner of

Excursion Parties.

18-30.

Hkber Walsh,

Holland, Sept.

no longer a piece of an old Hope, as that

these young gentlemen render their debut.
It

it is

skin was passed over for the first time, and

chapel, and a “full house” was there to see

AND

ST, N. Y.

THiriflTBOPOLITAl?TSA
32 and 34 Vksskt St.,

The City Drug Store will be kept
open on Sundays, until further notice is

that on this occasion the genuine sheep-

in the college

VESEY

32 d 34

Sabbath School Pic-nics

is-ai.

age included.

Mount Sclentia, An Al- ject and subject from the officialone. It

II.

Jeffer-

exercises.

“be.” Of

t

HONEY SAVED.

F.om “The Excel8lora”-Claas
Statistics,G. Nle-

legory-wlth last words to ‘*The Excel«ior^ans,,,

85

City and Vicinity.

By buying your Carpets, Feathers, Pilof the lows, Wall Paper, Curtains, Cord, Tassels,
Declamation—A School of the "Good Old Times,” Annual Commencement of Hope College Picture Frames, etc., etc., at
io
H. MEYER & Co.,
G. Wlkkerlnk.
was issued and circulatedin advance of
River Street.
** “The Engineer’s Death, W. J. Lncasse. the one publishedby the authorities that
meyer.

and

5et

•
• •
•
• •

-

“
“

88

son Street. New York.

c,ubl amonR*t families for our teas,
give him or her liberal inducements. Send
u* your application,with references to one or two
merchants In the place. We refer to the publisher
of this paper. Address, for teas or an agency,
Plaic’,!?
and will

Dirk De Boy.
Chicago,111.
Ellas De Spelder,
• HollandCity.
Herman
Fortuln,
*
• Vrltsland, Mich.
i PhllliePhelps, T. Boot
New Groningen.Mich.
< P. Vonhulaen, W. Ko- Able H. Huizinga, •
Kumaze
Klmura,
• SchizooOkar.Jaoan.
f nlng, W. Boaman.
John Myer,
Overyssel, Mich.
Declamation- Apoatropheto Water, C. 8. Dutton. Derk Scholten, •
Chicago, III.
Mualc— See the Sun’s first Gleam.
EbenezerVan Den Berge,
• Holland. City.
Walter
Walsh,
HollandCity.
Decimation— Jfcf Eer*U Weekpld,T. J. Kommers.
-If you have seen, M. Ohglml.

M. Doeeburg.

_

Rutger*Place, and

10

IMPORT DIRECT

the

-The Nameless Hero. J. Vinkemulder
Concert Recltation-What the Crow thinks,

— The Dying Soldier,J.

and

onr Tea*, and add but a single small profit to
the actual cost of Importation. We solicit a single
trial, and guarantee aati*facti.on.Our teas are put
up In one pound packages,with kind and price
printed on each. Our prices range from 4» cents
to tl.25 per pound. Where we have no agents we
will send a pound package by mall, postage free,
on receiptof price. We wish an Agent In this

reflectionupon the “Board."

14“tf

HONORABLE TESTIMONIALFOR COURSE OF
STUDIES IN THE PREPARATORY DEPARTMENT:

Flag, A. Lahuta.

—Knowledge,

No

which can carry from
400 persons, just the

all

latter.

Baron.

-The

8

NOS.

15, Old plat.

President of the College announced the fol- jiterest and

-The Young Man of the Period,G.

6,

____

“
“

-“Mine” or “Our*,’’C. Lepeltak.
—The Eugllrh Language, K. Klmura. music go as far as it could.
Also 800 Lots in my addition to the City
After the conclusion of the orations the of Holland, on long time, at 7 per cent
—The River Time, C. Scott.

Mublc— Chiming Bella of Long Ago.
Dcclamatlon-Lltcrary
pursuits,D. Scholten.

with awnings-

thing tor

th” hl,n'1 M*,1•

TEA COMPANY,

W. Add.
7.“ “
18. “
“
11. “
“
G. W. Add.

Lot 4, Block 8. S.

6.
12.

suitable barge

#
'tc" rrora

The Metropolitan-

£n,t?12,4,5,8,7,810,1°, 11, 12,13, 14
and 15 in Blocks E and H West Addition.
Lots 1, 2, 8, 4 and 5, Block 25, old plat.

the In-

—The WonderfulIlalr-Reproducer, however, upon the organist, Miss H. E.
> a. Huizinga,
Colyer, of Kalamazoo, who proved that
—Eloquence, W. Baa*.
she was competent to make that kiud of

“
**
“
“

c, West Addition.

4,

and wish them the same rank-

stitution.

State, J.

*,

15.

“

“ 14,

up a large aud

crampton brothers,

si.

“

1,

;;

ment,” we congratulate the young gentleing position among the alumni

Ilsenius.

“

the success of their “commence-

Myer.

—Agreeable People, J. De Jong.
-Bt KlootUr tan 81. Bernard, P.

“

“ a, “
“ 5, “

flitted

have

I

......
it

SJ'/nl""',

sustaiued throughout the exercises.

Lake Michigan.

w0,‘r^an,e<, fully

exercises of the PreparatoryDepartment,” jects heretofore, and very evident that a ing City Lots, which I will sell at such prices
Monday evening, of which the follow- most favorableand satisfactory impres- as the “Board of Review,” now in session and Machinist...
shall apprize them at:
ing was the programme:
sion was made with the public aud
Lot !1, Block 29.
Prayer— R«v. Dr. P. Pbelpa.

“BEST.”

This Soap 1* manufactured from pnre materials
and as It contains a large percentage of Vegetable

on

Mcilc— Qreetlna Glee.
Declamation— The Scholar’* Misalon,

black LAKF

25, 1975.

fSSS!

Which la more complete In every departmentthai
ever before. They have a large fine of all kinds o

Flannels,
Repellents,
Cottons

des

*

Shawls,

Young

Ladies9

Skirts.
Ladies and

Goods.

*

Gentlemen's
Underwear,
Prints,

Notions,
Hats & Caps.

on Jiand.

Falrview,III.
Music. ..
Oration— Sources

of Our

Evert Smite, Holland.

oppointed the Rev. J.

National Greatness.

Mich.

•

•

.

W. Beankin

Constantine, as the financial
endowment of the institution *

'

1

#

Util

lb

Strut, v

ws,

m
48-3 sly

*

Give them a^'callbefore buying elsewhere.

106
10 *'‘d

CHEAP FQR CASH

,,0m
N.

KENYON.

Hollahd, Mich., Sept.

15,

1874.

47-4a-lj

xram.

D. Cordux, G.

The suspicionsindirectly set forth in
our last issue, relative the sudden and
mysteriousdisappearanceof Wilson
Pound, have been verified by a revelation
of facts and circumstances which will
place the murder of Wilson Pound among
the most atrocious and diabolical crimes
ever perpetrated in this part of the State.
John H. Puller and Melvin C. Fuller,

Vuren

among

whom

for several years, as

have lived
cold-bloodedmurder
they

ers and villains of the deepest dye.

The authorities, Sheriff Woltman and
ProsecutingAttorneyAdsit

upon

hearing

the first rumors connected with this dis-

appearance, and the Fullers not being
strangers to them since their late examination for tearing up the

M. L.

8. Rail-

road track, at once instituted a proper

in-

vestigation.The testimonytaken in the
coroner’s inquest and published

by

us,

shows that besides the Fullers, there was

W. Watson, who according
to his own statement,was drawn in by
the Fullers, ns a help and “third party,”
to ward oft* any suspicions which might
arise on the part of Pound, relative the
also one John

proposed fishingexcursion. He, Watson,
was among the

Woltman

first

upon

whom

Sheriff

fixed for information,and on

Wednesday was about to

arrest him, with

a view to await any further developments.

Watson’s knowledge of
deed was resting as a heavy burden
upon his mind, and ns day after day passed by, to use his own expression,he
“could’nt stand it no longer, and bound
to make a clean breast of it.” With that
view, while the sheriff was coming to
Holland to arrest him, on Wednesday
morning, Watson went to Grand Haven,
It appears that

the

reported himself to the ProsecutingAttorney, and revealed the entire history of the

murder, as given by him

A

at

W.

Jenkins and A.

testifiedthat they

Van

the inquest.

telegram was forthwith dispatched to

the Sheriff here for the arrest of the Fullers.

and evening fishing on the doek and in

u

the boat.

.

yawl boat

to

Pine Creek, the

Tnn\
.

i

.

John 8. Watson, being duly sworn, say?: physician

Wilson Pound located here about

fifteen

ag0, He wa8 comparatively but litI tie known; he attended to bis own bus!*

I

.

yeare

i nP89; pftid hU debl85 improved his place,
a practising | 80 tbat Rt present it is one of the finest
and surgeon 88 years. I was | orchards in that locality,and outside of

68 years and have been

Is

for the

^olUndT^y

I ilvfin the

age

City

of

My age is 41 years. Live in the town of
Holland. Was acquainted with Wilson
Pound; also with John H. and Melvin C.
Fuller. I saw the parties named on Saturday, June 5th last. On that day John
Fuller told me he wanted I should hitch
up his horse team and go fishing with hlm%
I told him I would. It was about 9 a. m.,
says he, you drive up to that little road
that goes in where Mr. Pond lives and stop
there and I will go and get Mr. Pond to
come and go fishing with us; I have seen
him and he says he will go with us. 1

culled to examine a dead body lying in the
tbis but little can be said of him. Besides
water at central wharf. June 28, 1875. We
ordered the body to be taken out of the a nephew, a son of Mrs. P. Quigley, the
water and put on a plank to be examined. deceased had no relativeshere. He leaves
We found the body very much decayed, a sister in Branch county, a brother in
parti v eaten away, by fishes probably; also
California and another sister in New Lonone distinct wound, stretching from the
right lumbar to the right iliac region don, Wis.
The witness Watson is known less than
about 5 inches in length, which ran into
the cavity of the bowels. Further we any of tlie other parties to this tragedy.
found nn'the head a place that had been
He has lived around here and at the lake
bruised, from about 1 to 2 Inches, just
shore
for a few years past, and In March
over the right parcital lyme; by removing
drove up to that little road and wailed for the scalp we found quite a quantity of last he had rented the farm of the Fullers
Mr. Pond. It was before train time com- coagulatedblood. No bones broken, but for one year, with the orchard, stock and
ing South, about 9 o’clock in the morning. quite and effusion of coagulated blood,
implements.With his family, consisting
Then he came back where I was to the showing that be had been hurt on the head
of
wagon. Ho says, Mr. Pond will be here in before death, with a blunt Instrument, himself and wife and one child, he oca few minutes; then you and Mr. Pond (examining the axe,) The wound ou the cupied tlie dwelling house on the place and
go down to Pine Creek bay. He says 'I’ve bead might have been made by that axe, it seems that the Fullers since the death of
got to go to Holland on the handcar with with tiie head of it. A part of the scalp
the old and tlie insanityand Yemoval of
the railroad men, to sec about getting some was gone, on the left side; whether eaten
damage for a cow they had injured on the or taken oft to remove the hair, I cannot the young Mrs. Fuller, boarded with WatSpectacles,
track; then I’ll come and meet you at say, neither of the wounds would cause son. The question at present is to what
Pine Creek, you and Mr. Pond amt Mel- immediate death. The wound on the bead extent if any, is this man Watson involved
vin Fuller; Sfelvin, he told me, was going would stun him and make him senseless.
in this case. He evidently knew more
to get a boat and meet us at Pine Creek
I should judge the body
The«e goods win
at the lowest possl.
than
is consistent with both innocenceand ble Woo. I,.* 1*1,1. Wsrmtritob,Jutu l,pbad
been
in
the
water
not
less
than
2
weeks.
bay. Pond and I started for Fuller’s with
the horses and wagon. There was a spear The wound in the side must have been his line of duty. Besides this, after the
Watches, clocks and Jewelry Repaired In the
and a bag of some kind that Pond nut in. made witli a sharp instrument.
murder, the Fullers gave him and ho ac- best manner.
There was a gun and that axe; all these
B. Lkdudoku.
Holland, Mich., December 1, 1874.
cepted from them forty dollars for “serviwere in the wagon. I had some fish lines
The verdict of the jury
*
ces and favors rendered.”
in my pocket. After we got to the west
“That John II. Fuller and Melvin C.
side of Pine Creek bay, we went near to Fuller, late of the said township of HolOn the other hand, it is said and the
the dock and hitched the horses. Myself land, in the county aforesaid, on the 5th appearances and reputationsof the severand Mr. Pond met him there. He was day of June, A. D. 1875, with force and
al partiesstrengthenthis, that Watson was
down on the dock. Mr. Pond asked him arms at the township aforesaid, in and
if he had a boat; he said he had. Mr. upon tlie said Wilson Pound, in the peace under the complete control and subjection
Pond got some fish lines out of his pocket ot the People of the State of Michigan, of the Fullers, mentally, bodily, and finanand went fishing on the dock for small fish, then and there being, feloniously, willful- cially. In conversation with him we In re-building our new shop we have purchased entire new Machinery,
same as I did. It was near noon when we ly and of their malice aforethought, did
learned that it was evident to him that the
got there. Old Fuller got there an hour make an assault,and that the said John
0}' the Mott Approved Patterns;
after we did. Melvin Fuller asked .Mr. H. Fuller with a certain axe, the said Wil- Fullers considered themselves in a bad
And we are confident we un satisfy all who
Pond if he didn’t want to go out fishing son Pound npon his head did strike,giv- boat, and had resolved upon desperate
want
in the boat. Pond said he didn’t care If ing him, the said Wilson Pound, a wound
measures;and that more testimony ou
he did, Melvin and Pond went in the boat. upon his head, and that the said John H.
tbis point can arid will be produced.
I did not see as they took anything out of Fuller and Melvin C. Fuller, by this and
the wagon before they went out this time. other ways and means to us the said jurors Watson was also one of tlie witnesses for
The old man was on the dock fishing with unknown, of their malice aforethought, the defendantsin this rnilroad-track-cose.
me while they were gone. Then Melvin tlie said Wilson Pound did then and there
WE 1AVB A STEAM
In regard to tlie conduct of the old man
Fuller and Pond came back ; they were kill and murder, against the peace and
gone probably from half an hour to an dignity of the People of the State of Mich- Fuller after his arrest be did not act or
betray anything out of common. On being
hour. We stayed on the dock a little while. igan.”
When they went out the second time they
The statement of Watson tells the whole asked he stated, that “if Pound was killed
took that axe, and a spear and a handle to
WE SHALL
A
at all, Watson bad done it,” and that be
it. 1 saw the gun lay on the wood pile story, as far as it is known ta the public.
SPECIALITY.
Searchesafter the clothing of Pound’s and knew nothing about it. In conversation
In
while they

Watches Silverware,

&

Clocks,

Jewelry, Pocket-Knives.

# *

be

is:

*

FIJCBITIX
Planing Mill.

Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.

DE/ST KILIT

and I talked about our fishing on the dock.
He said ho had no luck. Old man Fuller
ity where the murder was committed and asked me to go with them and Melvin said,
you had better come along. I said “no,"
the body secreted.
Pine Creek so-called has its outlet into there is enough for that little boat. Old
man Fuller put the axe in the boat. John
Black Lake, on the north side, just east of H. Fuller, Mr. Pond and Melvin C. Fuller
Point Superior or “Hope Farm,” and is got into the boat and went off; they went
navigablewith a small boat for a distance up towards Pine Creek, up the bay. From
where I sat the boat passed up the bay till
of about three-quarters of a mile. Tire
they got behind some grass and got out of
dock on which the parties were fishing in my sight. I think they were gone a little
the afternoon, as set forth in the testimony, over an hour, when they got back; it was
is situated at the mouth of the creek, most dark. When I saw them coming
hack, I saw there were two men in it, they
where it forms a small bay.
kind of halted and stood up in the boat.
Having proceeded about half a mile, When they got back where I was, by the
and in accordance with the information dock, I said, “where is Pond?” The old
and directions given by Watson, the fatal man and the young man too, said “they
had got him right where thev wanted him.”
spot was at once discovered, their attenThe old man said so, and the young man
tion being directedthere by a swarm of said “we have.” The old man spoke and
flies and disturbed weeds and mud, upon said, “there is one thing I’ll tell you, if
the removal of which the naked body of you ever speak about it, or lisfcit, I will
shoot you,” and Melvin Fuller says, “yea,
the murdered man was at once exposed.
I will.” They made me promise I wouldn’t
A most horrible sight was here revealed. tell of it, because they, would shoot me.
The corpse, all bloated and nude, face Now, says the youn^ man, “Father, I’ll
downward, was pinned by the legs to the start for home on the lake shore, to screen
my shoulders, so that I can be a witness
bottom of the creek with a crutch sharpfor you. That was the last I saw of Melened at both ends, driven down, and vin Fuller. recollect they also said,
fastened with a rope to the left leg; the “we’ve got him, where we want him: we
body part was covered up with mud and guess he won’t appear as a witness against
us at Grand Haven, at that trial. If I’ve
weeds, with the head loaded down extra
got to go to Jackson, 1 may as well go for
and the back slightly exposed ; the hair an old sheep as a lamb.” I took the axe
was nearly all off the scalp, which was out of the boat and throwed it into the
done either at the time of the killing to wagon and took it home. When we got
started, the old man Fuller said, “he never
prevent identificationor else removed by
would appear to him again beciuse he had
the effects of the water, the body having him well staked down in the mud.” Then
been in the water some eighteen days; T asked him where he put him. Ho told
me, “near the mouth of Pine Creek in the
the face was disfiguredand its features
mud and gross. I staked him down good
hardly recognizableby any one; the body
and pulled some mud and grass on the
proper was mutilated by several cuts and stake.” I said, “that is a serious thing
bruises, part of which were inflictedby for any man to do.” Yea, he said, “but I
those wretches; while on the neck had to do it or go to Jackson.” Then he
told me again, that they would shoot me
and breast there were evident marks of just as quick ns they could see me, if I
having been gnawed and eaten by fish or ever said a word about it. I asked, “did
other animal. One gash of five inches you get anything?” He said, “I got
enough to pay the expenses,” or “pay me
in the left side was cut before sinking the
for my troubles.” Last Saturday Melvin
corpse and intended the better to keep the
Fuller threatenedto shoot me again. He
body under water, by allowing the air to said. “Don’t you never open your mouth,
escape. Decompositionprevented the nor speak about it, nor lisp it, if you do
I’ll shoot you, and I’ve got the tools right
party from proceedingin any other way exhere,’’ and pulled a pistol out of his pockcept to tow the corpse to town.
et. Some time after the accident he told
A coroner’s jury was forthwith summon- me he had borrowed that gun of Geo.
Adams to shoot Pound with, because he
ed and the body viewed and identified.
came eave-dropping around his house,
Dr. B. Ledcboer performedthe medical nights. Now said he, I didn’t shoot Pound,
examination.That same evening the I’ve got it well loaded for to shoot you,
if you ever open your head about it.—
body was burrled.
I asked what did you do with what was
Upon the receipt of the telegram above on him. He said, we chucked ’em in the
referred to, Sheriff Woltman, at once dis- mud. He did not tell me how they killed
Mr. Adsit, Charles Erpatched officers J. Vcrplanke and J. Quarickson and G. Doesburg and myself went
tel to the Fuller place, four miles north
after the body yesterday, in a boat to Pine
of this city, to make the arrest. The “fa- Creek. Mr. Adsit and I were standing up.
ther” was taken into custody, having ar- I had given a description to Mr. Adsit.
rived home that same day and getting Mr. Adsit said, “there it is, see the flies.”
I think Mr. Adsit took a hook and hauled
ready to leave again. The “son” was not
the sods off, and then we saw the dead
at home, had not been for several days, body, supposed to be Mr. Pound’s. Then
and is still absent, evidently eluding the they hitched a rope to him and towed him
a

r 4

S,

to look

•ays:

AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
MAKE

On the afternoon train Mr. Adsit came
a little
all went
down also, and in company with Watson afterwards.
out together in the boat fishing. Fuller other
and some more help, proceeded at once
with

when we went

ed the boat

had seen body.

the several parties during the afternoon

father and son, to-day stand indicted by
the public

who

local-

him.

# #

investigations, arc still made, to

strengthen the evidence against these

—father and

son, for this cold

men

with one

of

DOORS, SASH

the officers he gave the hours

and incidents on Saturday up

to

a certain

Or anything In our

Hue, mannfactured on

short

notiso.

blooded, time in the afternoon,which statement
corresponded in every respect with that of

pre meditated murder.

AND BLINDS,

II.

W. Vehuekk &

Co.

4fl IV*.
Watson was recognized in the sum of Watson; but beyond this he would not go.
A
sight
at
the
stake
and
axe,
which
were
five thousand dollars for bis appearance
shown him in jail yesterday, produced a
at the next term of the Circuit Court, in
0
August, as a witness; in default whereof shudder and the blood stains upon tlie
he was taken into custody and is now se- helve of the latter were instantly and MRS. J. WY KH VIZ KN hat removed from
Eighth Street to No. 25 lenth Street,
noticeably covered up by him with bis
cured in the county jail.

-

IR/EIMIOVIEID!

-

Melvin C. Fuller, as we go to press, has hand, while-looking at it. Tbis axe in
not yet been beard from, although ener- spite of its having been washed and the

would handle scraped,
state bis pres- man hair.

getic search has been instituted. It
be very injudicious

now

to

ent whereabouts, or where he

is

supposed

The

blood and hu-

still shows

Weit of Hope Church.

Cures: Felons,
Burns, and
Scrofulous Swellings.
specialty of all FEMALE COM-

Prosecuting Attorney informs us

that the examination will be held at Grand Makes a
PLAINT AND DISEASES OF
The primary motive on the part of the Haven, which is no doubt a wise plan.
CHILDREN,
These are all the important particulars
Fullers is evident from the testimony of
And recommendsherself to the citizens
Watson. Still, it is possibleand even and incidents connected with the murder
of Holland and vicinity.
probable that money has had its stimulat- of Wilson Pound, a deed which for its
Mrs. Wykhulisn’s Queen of Ointment
ing effect upon them. Surely Pound’s heinousness can hardly be equaled in can be bought at tiie Store of J. H. Kickready cash was as desirable and conveni- the annals of crime. It was nothing less Intveld, Eighth Street. Price, 25 Cents.
Holland, Mich., February 25, 1875.
ent to these fellows as his testimony was than a cold-blooded and brute! assasto be.

The deceased was a single man, about which the law and humanity cry out for
45 years old; somewhat of a miser, pos- redress, even under the modern amendsessed of considerablemeans and always

carrying his
sewed up

in

money around with

some part of

a

his

ments of the Divine Code.

garments,or

Holland City White Lead

belt

eurpaiMd.It It warrantedenperlor to eny
White taad In this market, and is sold at much
I cm price. My
etock In purchaml In large quantlties of lint hands, navlng all lobbere’ profit*, and I
can thereforeafford to tell below my neighbors.
la not

must have bad with

dollars, some placing the sum still larger.

He had appeared as a witness for the People against the

Remember— lam not to be undertold by anj, Uoute
n the aiate ot Michigan. Call and see.

Fullers upon a complaint

made against them for tearing up the track
on the Michigan Lake Shore Railroad,
some three years ago. The evidence in- Has opened up

HEBER WALSH
FIFIELD 40-tf
FIRST
The
E. HEROLD,

J. J.

troduced at the examination was sufficient
to

bind them over for

trial at tlie Circuit

Court, although it was doubtful whether
it would convict them.

The

deceased

however, knew more about the case than
be bad revealed thus far. Unnoticed

by

removing the

a

new

Store in the

of the City of Holland.
' new building lately occupied by
Mr. Bos, as a Bakery, lias been
fitted up to receive a

which belongs

Crockery,
Glassware,

had witnessed
seen them
rail and wedging

kthi, ul Kiwi War,

The most competent workmen constantlyemployed, and all work made up In thej
latest style and with dispatch.

conversationwith

A CAK/D!

regard to the previous history and

of

his line of trade.

Finsroinsro-s,

and

Produce.

Watson.
record

to

Also a full line of

Liquors

reached their ears and explains the lan-

In

Lilia, 6uti,

Groceries,

from behind a stump. This fact had
in

The undersigned respectfullyAnnounces that he
itlll sustains his old reputation, and that nobody needs to be wanting In anything

Dry Goods,

it in, watching them at a short distance

guage used by them

Eighth Street, City of Holland.

FRESH SUPPLY OF

the entire transaction, and had
in

Druggist'* PharmscJit.

WARD

the Fullers at the time, he

engaged

.

WANT
^

I

,
HTcnrbody who
wishe* to purchase PAINT8, OILS, VARNISH,
HRt'SHKS, GLASS, etc., to call and examine my
stock. The

him,

around his body. He
him at the time be
was killed, not less than eight hundred
carried in

My

sination, well planned and executed, for

damaging and dangerous.

ImiriBg till

we only know that
In addition to the above general inforare from New York State; mation to the Public, I would announce

kiln

E.

these men,

originally they

that they came here from Wisconsin,
five years ago.

and settleddown on

a

some

LIQUORS

&

HEROLD.

HoLLAND.Feb.20th, 1874. l-8Ks-ly

WHOLESALE

quar-

about four
City. The old man lost and

ter-sectionof homestead land,
miles north of the

that I intend to carry on a
trade in

Pronpt Atintin,

CIGARS,

Meat Market,

give notice of this for the special benhis wife last winter. The son’s wife at efit of til dealers in said articles.
Farmers will find my store a welcome
present is insane and was placed In the
place. I wish to buy all they have to sell
asylum, at Kalamazoo, last spring. Anew
in the line of PRODUCE, and can supbarn on their place burned down last year, ply them with everythingthey need in my
with an insurance which could not have line. A good stabble ana accommodations
keep constantly on hand, the choicest of 8aU and
Py*sA Meats, and offer them at the lowest prices.
left their loss a heavy one. Many and un- for their teams are offered to them.
That stake was
Mr. James Wrbtveer will always be I expect to see all onr old friends,to come and call
movements institutedfor his arrest. The out of there.
favorable were the remarks made at the
me, when I will offer them such bargains as will
driven down over the leg to hold him down
found ready to wait upon any of his old on
Indace them 4o purchasetheir daily rations with
prisoner was at once conveyed to the
under tlie water. They hitched the hook time, relative the three accidents above friends who wish to call upon him.
county jail at Grand Haven, on the even- to the stake and drawed it out, and then given. We merely mention them by way
Jacob kvite.
All orders will be promptly filled and
Holland. Feb. 14,
4S4s-tf
ing train, thereby preventing any demon- hitched a rope around one of his legs and
delivered
homo-free
of
charge.
of introduction to the general character of
we
towed
him
down
to
Holland.
#
strations which would have been made,
J.J. FIFIELD.
this Fuller family.
I should call the body Mr. Pound’s
Holland, Mich., Feb. 12, 1875.
had the old man been in iail here at the
Mr. Pound was possessed of considerafrom what 1 had seen of
•
time the corpse reached the dock.
Fuller said he had put the knife into him ble real estate in tbis and other counties;
In the morning theiinqucst was continu- to let the wind out, so he would not float. he owned the place where he lived, a forty-

Jacob Knits.

• •

#

Tiimpe. The

*

_
1874.

him.

jury

.

# .

ler got Into the

R

R

I think the

BURBAL’S

#

young man Fulboaiflnt in Uie stern; the
conitsitedof J. Duureema, J. Flieroan,
old man was in the middle, and Pound
K. Heald, J.
Klein, J. Dykema waa In the bow of it. I Men the old man
and D. Bertsch. Besides John Watson and j?* the axe up against the seat in the midDt. B. Ledeboer, whose testimony we dle of the bfat. (A hair was taken from
the stake, and witneM testified that) tbis
give nearly in full, there were examined
hair it about the color of pond’a hair.A. J. Clark, who identifiedthe body, and The Make waa not in tho wagon. I iteered before coroner J.

me.

acre tract, adjoining the Fullers. A part
of

hk land lain Branch county, and the
man Fnller Is said to hare Jost return-

old

from there and Intending
to get possession

ed

to go there

again

of that property by forg-

FOR SALE!

HOUSE, STORE

IRON CORN SKELLERS,

~

and LOT.

I offer for asU
EmI corner

Holland,

G. J.

HAVERKATE

March

I,

mT- .

*5f

&

SON

AND

VAN LANDBGEND

IttaadeeWon for
fwanyflnd
any ainoof
of bn!
boietneea. Terma
Tera
deeds or otherwise,having obtained treble location

and destroyed the original ones.

FOR SALK BT

forg&OOf

A

MELI&

until farther notice.

HOLLAND, -

-

MICHIGAN.

the fat

missionary.

, “8he doesn’t like Miss Dunbar, but time weakness in that quarter, so don’t
rn* wUhiuf.™
ihro,„h
U>eu What woman ejer does lilce another think I speak through any personal object I know Dunbar pere if you don’t,
contnbuiorthe wo«« o< the R*v. oitfu# B*cou, tuii- prettier than Uerseii (
•ionarj:]
He was early in the parlor that night and I tell you a haughtier or harder old
It w** all in » fore-and-aftuchoonef
•and engaged in a conversationwith one flint never existed. He’s made his
That he Balled to that far couotree.
And, according to CaptainSlmminaon.
of those married ladies whose range of choice, and if she died for lack of it he’d
It waa beautiful for to see
acquaintance and accommodatingspirit never forgive her once she disobeyed
How warmly thoae heathen welc-'uv’dhim,
both are unlimited, while he watched for him. Bemdej, ^there’s your own prosAnd how grataful they aeemed th be,
And how, in their atmple, innooeiltway
the young lady who had suddenly liecome pects, Royal That uncle whose neirThey patted him, now on hi* luee,
an object of interest to him. The buzz expectant yoii arc isn’t the most reliable
And now on hia cheek, and now on hia chin,
*• And, in abort, made only loo free
which announced her when she came customer on tjie face of the earth.
With fte ReverendOleua Baoon, .
seemed to indicate that she was an object You’ve miffed him already by giving no
A* wa* aent upon a mlaaion
heed to hia numerous summonses, and
of universal interest.
To the ialandanear Feejee.
“Do
you know her?” asked Mrs. he’s os like to turn on you as not. It
But I have an affidavit
isn't past Miss Lowrie to put him up to
Madison. Lovely, is she not ?”
Captain simmineon took afore me,
(AndSiiuminaonlea ChrUtlanman),
“ I have not the pleasure, and yet I it, and I observed she
shi took good care to
How etandln’ that night on hia tee,
thought
I
knew
every
one
here
or
ex-.| post herself in 'your affairs before she
And a-»wearing up hie canvas

<W.h,,

.

LE880NS TAUGHT BY LITTLE THINGS

take me, Royal, gladly and happily I will
be your wife.”

Man are too prone to underrate
Themselvesand what thej do,
Becausetheir work Indifferentaecmi,
Though it la useful,too ;

!

Long afterward Royal was wont to
say—
“Heaven bless the gate-post! But

Yet not a blow was ever atruck
That made the anvil ring,
But had Ita place in that vast wor d
Where Industry la king.

encounterI should have

for it and the

gone in answer to Uncle Phil’s summons
and so have missed my wife.”

AVnny,

After-Thoughts.,
very often it happens in con
*

How

trifle though it be,
The smallest of all coin,
the vary heart of wealth
When It and others Join
So littlestreams that from the hills
Come UuahlDg in their glee,
When they flow down the rocky ahore
Expand Into a sea.
;

1

•

sation, as Bernard Barton remarka in one

.

Crabbe, that the thing
you might and would and should have
said occurs to you just a little too late.
EVm from the simple seed which ranks
Among the amaUestthings,
He draws on his own experience for the
And BftPiDB a lifeleuftpArticit,
record of many a long and animated disThe richestharvest springs
And effort, hovrsoever small,
left here.” \
All Braclvtonutto aes
cussion with a friend, after which he
pected
If useful and combined,
He noticed a fire on the taland f
“ 0, but this is easily accounted for—
“ I shouldn’t like to credit any woman called to mind some pithy argument that
Shall build the grandest monuments
Ah waa Nirnid’ remarkablyfree;
she was not of the elect. I mean she is with such a mischievous intent,Morton.” would have smashed his opponent’s case,
Ever raised by hand and mind.
But he had no idea thoae devils
Were makia' africaaaee
never expected anywhere.”
“ I hope you won’t be obliged to, and which, affirms the gentle Quaker
Look at the granite corner-etone
Of the KererVnd Diana Bacon
Royal looked puzzled and liis friend that’s all! But don’t build upon any poet, *• I should liave l>een almost sure
In Ita deep solitude;
A* waa aent upon a mlaaion
Alone It does not seem to be
liastened to explain.
To the ielanda near Feejee.
meanness being beyond a jealous and to liave had at my fingers’ ends had I
With mighty power Imbued
“She has an old curmudgeon of a malignant woman. For the rest, my Ijeen quietly argiungthematteronpaper
But aa stone aftsr stone la laid,
But bo It turned out; and therefore I aay
ather
who
is as diary of her and keeps dear l>oy, there’s no one wishes you more
The
towering columns riae,
in my own study.” Cowper complains
At SinwuineouaahVto me.
Till stands a temple beautiful
If the Hoard of Foreign Mlasiona
her as close as ever beauty was kept im- good in the world than I do.”
that when he wrote a letter to any but a
Revealed against the akles.
Had any eyea for to aee
mured in her castle. The differenceis
“ Thank you Morton, heartily; I am familiar friend, no sooner had he disThey'd never have sent a man out there
Then let ua value every act,
that Meta is wide awake and rebels some- sure of that”
patched it than he was sure to recollect
A mlMionary for to 1»,
However small, we do,
The make of whose ncraou was tempting
times. It is due to that fact she is
how
much
better
he
could
liave
made
it.
“ France made light of one part of
And measure It by usefulness,
In the very leaat degree.
here now, but you may be sure she will his warning, that regardingMiss Low- Horace Walpole opens his epistle with
To which It must be true
Or one as was anywaya bulgy at all,
For he has wisdom learned who knows
not be left very long unguarded.”
Still leas, one as bulgy as he;
rie, dismissed it with scarcely a second the remark tliat mere answers that are
The fruit that labor brings,
This Reverend Oleua Bacon
“You arenght, she is lovely,”said thought. She had left the place a week not made to letters immediately are like
Who owns the wondrous potency
Aa waa sent upon a mlaaion
France as he gazed. “ Will you present before, as the result proved, on vengeful good things wliich people recollect they
Of even littlethings.
To the islands near Feejee.
me?”
thoughts intent. A few more days passed might have said had they but thought of
However, the Lord waa in It,
“What! under the enemy’s fire?” during which those two recognized now them in time ; that is, very insipid, and
Pith ami Point.
At leaat. so It aeema to me;
asked Mrs. Madison, laughingly. as lovers by all in the house tasted the the apropos very likely forgotten. Van- A stamp act— Treading on people’s
Or somethingwaa In Mr. Bacon
As dldn> at all agree
“Don’t you see how jealously Miss sweets found in that fleeting time, and ity, as well as vexation of spirit.
toes.
With tbs stomachs of thpsa heathen men,
Lowrie is watching ? There, my dear then came the end.
Little Henry Esmond, when pointed
made 'em throw up quite free;
' itaomething waa,
The bump of destructiveness—A railboy, don’t pose for injured innocence ;
They met one evening just as the sil- out by saucy Trix to my Lord as “ sayway
collision.
I
acquit
you
where
she
is
concerned,
very summer dusk was closing down. ing his prayers to mamma,” could only
ess, lawns — unnw unfortunate,
As most Amr man may see,
however shie herself may be inclined to Each wore a grave and troubled look; look very silly. If he invented a halfThe census gives Philadelphia two
That the ReverendOleua Bacon
view the matter. She had a grudge a little constraintwhich had not been dozen of speeches in reply, that was female carriage builders.
Ever startedon that mlaaion
against mv favorite before this too.”
months afterward ; “as it was, he had
To the ialandanear Feejee.
there before was in their manner.
The difference— Men grow mellow in
“ Meaning Miss Dunbar ?”
“Will you come with me for a row never a word in answer.” Mr. Thacker“
Exactly,
and
it was all on account of Upon the river, Meta ?” he asked. “ It ay's writings offer divers illustrations of their cups; women get tight in their
THE (MTEP08T.
Morton yonder. Miss Lowne thought
q^j. one. I have bad news the same kind. There is Mr. Batchelor, corsets.
Whether It was fate or that gatepost she had secured him, but Meta camej to tell you.”
This is the way an “ intelligent comp”
ftr instance, when impertinentlyquizzed
which was responsibleRoyal France was
not to his face by that superciliousCaptain set up the HaUs of the Montezumas:
never able to decide.
Baker. “ * Sir ! ’ says I ; ‘ sir ’ was all I “The Hells of the Monte Games.”
It had not been demonstrated to a cercould say. The fact is, I could have re“Two soles that lieat as one,” retainty that the young gentleman was un- thoroughly in earnest for the only time
“ Unless”— said Royal, and said no plied with something remarkably neat marked the boy to bis mother, as she
able to Stand upright at that stage of his in his hfe l suppose.”
more until the river had been reached, and cutting, which would have transfixed was dealing with him for his sins with
existence, but this much is sure, that he
“And he failed to conquer? Some- and they were afloat in the little skiff the languid little jackanapes,* * * both slippers at once.
very seldom did it when any object wliich thing new in his experience that.” Mr.
but, you see, I only thought of my repwhich they found at the landing.
There are few things more barbarous
afforded leaning room was at liand. France glanced across at the good-lookIn that “dim, religious light,” in the artee some eight hours afterward, when
than
“mentioning” a man for an office
Gregory and Morton had just gone by ing fellow who was well known as a mas- quiet of that hour, the angel of peace I was lying in bed, and I am sorry to
every
year for ten years, and never electwith their fishing-rods, calling for him to culineflirt.
seemed to liave dropped her mantle over own that a great number of my best fton ing, or even nominating him.—
on
join them, but the gatepost was shaded
“ He failed, of course, as every one the earth. The stillness was unbroken inots have been made in tliat way.”
Globe.
over by a drooping elm, and Mr. France must. That is an understood thing. If save by the voice of insects, the ripple
Dr. Holmes suggestively records an
A Cleveland young man has a scraphad braced one shoulder against it while he you are sure you are to lie trusted — ”
of the' current, the doft dip of the oars. the subject of mistakes and slips in
lounged there in complete idleness, look“As I surely am if niy presentation Stars fceffan to twinkle faintly in the writing,that he never finds them out book containing the marriage notices of
all the women that he has loved, and he
ing away with a rather tired expression depends upon
evening sky, and the shore-line grew in- until they are stereotyped and then hd
the moonlight and reads it
across the sunlit landscape.The troutHe had a bow and a smile and half a ^tinct in the distance. Then Royal thinks they rarely escajiehim. Southey sits out
and
cries.
brook ran through the sliadelessmead- dozen words from Miss Dunbar
jn jjjg oars and let the boat drift once assigned as a reason for his not
ows, and was a good half-mile distant, that. She wore gold-coloredtulle with ^th the tide,
A visitor to the jail incidentally men
reading for the bar that he was so easily
either of which reasons alone would a foam of lace, from midst of which
a fetter from Uncle disconcerted ; that the right answer to tioned that this was a backward spring.
have been sufficientto account for his re- white shoulders gleamed, a line of milky philfM he said, very quietly. “ He has an argument never occurred to him ini- j “
a dls“ I
A should say it
it was,”
was, proclaimed
pi
fusal.
pearls about her throat, another tangled ujan-fed Miss Lowrie, and I am disin- mediately. “I always find it at last, conraged prisoner.“ Here it is the 2(hh
Do not understand that the tired ex- in the bronze hair massed high upon her ; herited.”
but it comes too late ; a blockhead who of May and we liain’t had green peas
pression was the result of any great task
“For me— Oh, Royal! and that is speaks boldlv can baffle me.” A state of yet '."—Danbury News.
in progress or achieved. It was only an
Her rarely perfect face, with
revenge !”
mind figured in a modem poem:
When you want to send her a line by
indication of the state of boredom slightly flushed and eyes shining like 1 The exclamation broke from her un“ Spewh, only quick to blush ita own delay,
postal card, write with the following
Made me a fool, when fools bad their own way,
wliich had long been hir normal condi- black diamonds in tliat blaze of light, thiukiugly, then all over her face spread
And awkward-silent when conceit waa loud."’ preparation:Ten grains of hypho-sultion. It is not the best of signs when a was before him yet after her palpable a qaick, burning flush. If for her his
Charlotte Bronte relates how Mr. phite of soda in sixteen teaspoonsful
mau is supremely indolent at four-and- 1 pre8encewas removed. Her face miugleil own words had never yet told her so, Tliackeraymet her at the door, at the of water. Then, you see, the postoffioe
twenty, and this Royal France was. That in his dreams that night, and was in the
uow reserve or concealmentwere close of one of his readings,and frankly clerks won’t know who she is. Heat
he preferred to saunter rather than to first recollection which came to him with things of the past,
asked her what she thought of it ; and brings out the writing.
walk, to lean rather than to stand inde- his morning’s
“If it were for you, Meta! Oh, my how, liking his naivete she was entirely
We heard recently how one man cured
pendently, to lounge rather tlian occupy
And it was the first sight which met darling ! I love you so ! You knew it, disposed to praise him, having plenty of a neighbor newspaper borrower. It is
liimself in any definite way, all lent him
him when he went below. She was vou must have known it, but after that praise in her heart, “but, alas ! no words told thus: “Mr.
, father wants to
a sybaritic exterior which gave little hint standing upon the piazza as he appeared *came 1 never thought to tell you so iu
on my lips. Who has words at the right borrow your paper. He says he only
to tne
the capamuty
capabihty lor
for a
a steauiast
steadfast purpose
purpose fe the
to
Forgive me if I pain you by moment? I stammered out some lame
ie doorway, a pink wrapper with words. “
wants to read it.” “ Wrell, go back and
hidden underneath, but the capability ' sweeping watteau folds surrounding her | doing it aow when what might have been expressions’’—and doubtless liit on some
ask your father to send me his supper.
was there
like a rosy cloud, great fragrant water- j never can lie. Had it been different,
neat and pithy eulogium soon after his Tell him I only want to eat it.” The
After all, it must have been the gate- uifes mingled with some green foliage could I offer vou fortune, as I once back was turned.
next evening the boy did not come.
post, for
that, and that alone, j filling her
hoped ”— his voice broke, and he cut
The good dame in one of Mrs. GasThe more manied men, the fewer
which chamed hito to the spot. The
“Good morning, Miss Dunbar,” spoke short his words suddenly.
kell’s fictions is sneaking for thousands
straw hats and white linen of his friends Mr. France as her glance was lifted to
crimes there will be. Marriage renders
She only looked at him, such a wist- when she says of the rector and his wife
a man more virtuous and more vise.
had disappeared from view, the sound of him. “ You will put us all out of counful look, it almost shook his resolution. tliat they “both talk so much as to
An unmarriedman is but half of a perthe piano and Miss Lowrie ’s voice float- tenance if such early rising is your usual
He knew if he had only said the word knock one down, likej^and it’s not till
ing out through the window assured practice.”
fect being, and it requires the other
“ Come.” she would go with him, will- they have gone, anu one’s a little at
half to make things right; and it cannot
him
It surely shall be while I am left to ingly, gladly, then, but the stubborn
peace, tliat one can think there are be expected that in this imperfect state
when the flutter of * womans summerv I
hbert? (ln, ffi? on?
P^- pride inherent in him rose. He could things one might have said on one’s own he can keep the straight path of rectitude
garment., appeared in the path, and
k;10"'
mt a. n0™UJ’ have died as easily as tempt her to the side of the question.” And so again any more than a boat with one oar can
sweeping down' it close beside him.
m to me. I had another incentive lot of poverty and hardship he alone liad John Sercolaske,introduced by Philip
keep a straight course.— Voltaire.
France put out a hand and swung the ‘t»mormngm mv beauties here. Mv to offer then.*
van Arteveldeasour “ sagacious friend*’
PRETZELS.
I can only sav God bless you, and —than whom a letter counsellor need
gate wide open without as much as a h™t act after arrlvmg was to hire a youth
It is seldom tliat a bank teller will tell
of
the
rising
generation
to
scour
the . good-by, now, ^leta. I shall pray not be, if only he have full scope beforeglance at the shape — women had ceased
anything about his bank.
country after these' darlings for nie. 1 heaven for your happiness always. ”
hand to ponder and devise wlint to say
to be an object of curiosity to him— but
Croquet players appear never to have
happiness— oh, Royal!” But he but “ ask him on the sudden ” a simple
this one halted abruptly os she came How exquisite they are
room enough. They always want one
Her
face went down over the odorous I would not hear either the reproach or enough question,and—
abreast of him. There was a reason for
lawn mower.
mass, and Mr. France, with a\y>reciated ! the appeal in that cry.
“ Confounded will he stand
it, very trivial, but we all know that a
Till livelier tongues from emptier heads have spoken;
W'ooden legs made from oak are liable
gaze drinking iu the whole fair picture,
He
unshipped
his
oars
again
;
but
iu
ttifle before , this has bet*n the pivot on
Then on the morrow to a tittle know
to
acorn.
murmured
changing his position before he took a What should have been his answer.”
*hic$i ninny a Hntq’l destiny has timed.
Now
is the time to load mad dogs up
Exquuite,
indeed
I
hope
you
single
stroke,
lie
gave
a
sudden
start.
The silk fringe of her flash had caught
How She Taught Him.
haven’t negotiated with tliat youth for It wks followed by the gurgling sound
to the muzzle with buck shot.
upon his button.
the season, Miss Dunbar. Permit me of water welling up into the boat. He
paper printed in Eufaula, Ala.,
Little Eddie Puthoffk of St. Louis,
‘'I lieg pardon,” she said, and a little
the pleasure of supplying such a daily turned his face toward her; the calmness prints the followingas a veritableinci- put oft his earthly garments the other
dimpled hand was put out to detach it. , _
of intense excitement was in his voice.
dent which occurred the v/vuv
other day aa.
in I HU
day,
» , and in that cherubic
aaca Misa*,
condition
--Very ordinary words, but the clear,
he™fte,r\.
“ There was a rotten plank— my foot that city : “A lady hired an old negro | climbed the golden stair. But though
vibrant timbre of the voice Struck him. , ‘ kou 'nll1fl,ul 1 “ ho’iIe- 1 le*r- ,If
forgdtten. His aisHe looW at her then, and the picture, 1 l“ve a weakness for anvthiag, it is for went through, as though it had been so woman named Charlotte, who had the gone he is not to be forgotten
as he saw her first in the golden afterUrn never strong enough much paper. Try not to lie frightened. raost exalted opinion of her own indi- ter thus renders him immortal:
There is no possibility of keeping the vidualityand originality.Whenever a Little Eddie, you are not here,
noon light, was one that remained with to resist them.
skiff afloat,but I can swim ashore with subject was under discussion iu the You are none forever, mjr darling dear;
him through all hia after life. He saw a j „ 5Ius D.ullb" 3 100111
not
Whon I see the stars up in the sky,
shape-tall, supple, youthful--* clear,
blossoms after that while vou, I think. For heaven’s sake, don’t family, Charlottewould be sure to state I think I ace you looking both ways with your eyea.
—.'Sitter yeUie.
dusk face, a childlikerosv mouth, two
tlu« beginning was fob lose your presence of mind now, Meta.” her own superior method of proceeding
He was pulling off coat and loots as in such matters. On one occasion the
big, dark, velvety eyes-wonderfuleves, lowed apace by such a growing friendSecrets of the Toilet.
into whoae gold-brown depths he looked »hip, that others looking on grew com he spoke. In moments «f extreme dan- lady was talking of sending some of the
The toilet has become one of the fine
for ouc instant, and all-tmconscionslv ; ce.™ed ^or .t lB re8!dt:, ^“'bsou, ger, the right thing to be done will often children to school, when Charlotte put
arts, and some of its secrets, as narrated
flash
through
the
mind
instantaneously;
in
her
oar,
as
usual
:
Lor
! Missus,’ she
lost his heart on the spot to the owner. w!‘ 1 ? re?' intel“t
areal
work, are curious.
so now he had divestedhimself of super- said, * what mek you pay money fur to iu a recently-published
She passed ou, and suddenly the gate- T1f*1T(0-r. we^kri’> interposedfirst,
Think
of
the
lady,
whose
white hands
send
de
chile
to
school?
I
got
one
post lost its charm. Miss Lowrie had ^ “If 11 J™?.01* “ ordlW flJftahon. fluous clothing and wrenched one oar loose
you
admire, wearing cosmetic-gloves
from
the
row-lock
in
less
time
than
it
smart
boy
named
Jonus,
but
I
terns
him
feit the piano anil was standing bv the
1 ,flll0BJdn 1 thmk of , '"‘erfermg,
nearest window as he turned and sauna_very dwtarhed smnt. takes to tell. The other resisted his myself. ’ ‘ But, Aunt Charlotte, ’ replied every night, spread inside with the folof lijs letters to
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Roval France, and I think I

effort,

and there was not one second to

the lady,

*

how can you

teach your child

“/Takf> ,c*re that you aren’t worse en- *U0WL \T “ wel1
an7 onetldoes- He lose. The shore was a full quarter mile when you don’t knew one letter from
Slafcd hereafter,” she wamdbiin laugh- 16 flot llke the men jrouhave thrown over or more away— alone, he could reach it; another ?’ ‘ How I teach him I I jis
( before this ; if he
is not already heart , with
WXU1 her—
uer—
mek him tek de book an’ set down on de

“

injjly.
of

^

j
day.”
?”

earnest,he will be soon, and 1 “ You cannot, Royal,” she said, stilly.
a disappointmentthen could not help “Don’t mind me; go, you can save vour
--- - AHhfihUfes."There blightingall hia life. You aren't sack
--self.”
“Mete!”
\raa a dry inflection to Miss Lowrie’s wretc^ 118 to do that for him
“ Then we will die together. I love
lone. “She is Miss Dunbar-Meta Dim-1 “Well,” said Miss Dunbar, very
bar. She only came to
i coolly, “ have you anything more to say?
you, Royal; death is less cruel than you
And she is to stay
I prefer having all sides of the question. ” would have been, it will not part us/
lui There was a certain sort of repressed A light-likeinspirationwas in her
“ She is to stay. Apropos of that, did
I hear Morton say thin morning you defiance in her face which sent a mis- face, she put her arms about his neck,

Be

f

i

angels

•

i

we and80ld ^
I

_

a

.

?”

think of .leaving us
giving like a shock into the other’s mind.
“An incorrectstatement if you did,” “What do you mean by it, Meta?
answered France, carelessly/ “I men- *our .father would never consent, and
tioned tqjrim tfed Uncle Phil had written ^ere 1® Elleiby whom he has chosen—
efy hi
for nft, ikt it irill'proUalilv
be some time y°u H®Ter would dare to defy
him ”
twrfoni I ^xclann with ell IV relation ! “ Wouldn’t I?*’ asked Miss Dunbar,
ferrag* kou peaks, r17"?
dreamily
Statv^AYeT’raRiTwuui/ruivn,
—
i ii'

m

T

not!*

!

.

I am with Jua enftfe again I’ I am
know
x prepared io giv0, «up
iklights of the sides— 0, dear me 1

'HSk
wimi.
Dunberr

I.

a

then the water closed over the sinking
boat and only his strength and that Utile
insufficient spar separated them from
death.
•

How

it was

done Royal France never

rose-water, and thirty-six drops of
tincture
a paste of
flo, an’ den I say : Jonus, you tek yoeye * tincture of
of benzoin.
benzom. Make
_
.
from dat book, much less leggo him, an’ this, spread it freely on the bands, and
I skins you
| draw on the gloves afterward. As a
“composition for the face, the same
, Mutual Toleration.—The house will volume presents the following recipe
be kept in turmoil where there is no tol- from the collection of Doctor Cazenave,
eration or lenity shown to each other’s a foreign physician : “Three ounces of
failings, no meek submission to injnries, ground barley, one ounce of honey, and
no soft answer to turn away wrath. If the white of an egg, mixed to a paste,
you lay a single stick of wood in the and spread thickly on the cheeks, nose
grate, it wSlLgo* out ; put on another and forehead, before gomg to bed. Tins
stick, and they will bum, a half a dozen, must remain all night, protecting the
and you will have an effective blaze. ace by a soft handkerchief or bits of

alive.’”

There lire other

jWSSMW SKBACft

_ -

“

fires subject to the

same

condition. If one member of a family
gets into S^aSsion, and is left alone, he
will oool dowu, and possiblybe asliamed
and repen^... But pp^ose temper to temper, let one harsh answfor be folIpY^d bj*
another, and there will JKWhj$ P blaze
which wiH enwrap* them all in its burning haste.
iH-nfir
'

could have told, he could never think of
the age of agony embraced in that 'time
wouldn't,' and, be* afterward without a shudder. SwimDomt
Doirt hold
hoi* me re* ming, supporting her, saving his strength
all he might, the control she Jgept over

of

awn

laid

mate

is

over the parte on which the
applied. Wash it off with warm
water, wetting the surface with a sponge,
and letting it soften while dressing the
hair or finishingmigs bath. Repeat
nightly,until, thMkin grows perfectly
fine and soft, which should be in .three

wedks afljir ‘Which it will be chough to.
jked Miss Lowrie, a
asked
a am,
am sure your fritlief
frithef will disapprove.
disappro
qua ft Ww o wedk. * Thi s paste Was used
cov-<
Morton also, who w# France’s friend;-*ih
at
«>!•
fbrimint sauce, at a by the Romans. With this, cate must be
Atfgf that there could be no qaettidffi \:A,*AttER.caUed
nred ,a pang, he dulnot ^ss it, for, to undertook to caution kiiiL
token to bathe dailyin warm water, using
hotel the dther day, and the waitet said
“It won't do, old fellow, take my of parting between them. '
his credit be it said, egmisin was not one
soap
freely, toning the system afterward,
“ Papa will never consent,”said Mete, they had none, adding, “Our cook
of France’s faults. He replied,lightly, word for it. Meta herself is all any man
if one can bear it.”
makes
all
the
mince
into
pies,
not
sauce.’
could wish for ; I’ve got over my one- “ but I owe him no duty. If you will
and sauntered away thinking
Miss

*

—

How

the Digger Indians Live.

Their wigwams are built throughout
of red* wood bark, and are round in
shape, which can better be explained by
saying that they are jm the shape of a
bowl upside down, with a smaller one
placed also upside down on top. There
are no windows, and aside from the apep
ture for entrance,which is about two
feet square, and a small opening at the
top to allow the smoke to escape, there is
no opening to this conical-shapedenclosure. To enter one of these huts it becomes necessaryto get down and crawl
in. Once inside a strange sight greets
the eye. The majority of both sexes are
perfectly naked, and being scrupulously
particular, each one does his or her own
cooking. They sleep in a circle in hollow places in the ground, with their feet
to the center. Their cooking apparatus,
which consists of good-sized rocks hollowed out, is in convenient reach, and
the Digger need not rise to prepare his
breakfast. The food consists of bread
made from acorns, which are first buried,
then roasted, then pulverized, and lastly
mixed up with water and baked. This
bread is said to be very nourishing.
Their mode of preparing squirrel, hare,
etc., is to hike them just as when killed,
pound them to a jelly, and then roast
them. Another article of food very
common with them is known as the“tishworm.” The Digger is an inveterate

Vinegar Bitters.— The great merit of
Vinegar Bitters has made them the
leading medicine of tkeday, and respectable druggistseverywhere write: “ They
are the best and most popular preparation in the market” TlieybaVe stood
the test of public opinioaM^Joj^ confidence. They sell rapidly because they
cure. If you are sick you want reliable

medicine. Vinegar Bitters commend
themselves to the Riling and afflicted, as
they are deficientin one thing alone,
viz.: the sfimt/fanf that unduly excites
the brain, and creates a morbid thirst for
spirits ! There is no phase of Indigestion, Biliousness, Nervous Disease, or
Physical Debility, in which they will not
effect a cure. Invalids who are wasting
away from a want of proper action in the
Whfthfrfor
liver, stomach and bowels, will find them
o» u»e by ever;
State*
which I
a constitutional specific, and a fountain
Dr. J. Walker’s California Tin*
white lur hum
of vitality and vigor as refreshingand e^ar Bitters are a purely Vegetable
exhilarating as a cool, gushing spring of preparation,made chiefly from tee na- Ii the Standard Llnlinc.._
___ _____ _________
Sinn! aits. N cant*;
water to the parched and fainting
lower ranges
rantres 01
ot amall alae.fc retna. Small alee for family uae, 39 cebla. Manufaclur
nting traveler
traveler! tive herbs found on the lowe^
Gargling Oil Company.
......... .
in the desert.
'41 thb Sierra Nbvada mountains of Califor
nia, the medicinal properties of which
eight Owr
It is stated of Tom Hartshorn that
ft70*
841,11
. WWta hare
Agent* coin
monay.
are extracted therefrom without the use
work and money for all, m*n
man or women
women, Niy*
h
or
when he was ditched recently, with many
of Alcohol. The question is almost whole nr anaiwlltne.Send atamp (or Cat
Datatogwe.
•ft
other Cinchmatians,on the Louisville
dreaa FRANK GLUCK. New Bedford. Maa
daily asked, '* What Is the cause r jne
Short Line, and was astounded to find
unparalleledsuccess of Vinegar Bithimself unhurt, he immediately sang out,
Thu new Tru*a la wom
ters?” Our answer is, that they remove
with perUot comfortnight
“ Just my luck, by Jove. I knew it, the
IOWA LANDS, M Ml, OOO ACRES.
the cause of disease, and the patient re- Rich Soil,good Climata.eicclUntWater, growing N«ttUand day. Adapt* Iteell to
first time I ever traveled on a free pass,
every motion of the liody,
the l^noaofthfKloux
covers his health. They are the great mcnU, goiid Si-biNil*.
retaining rupt ure under the
City and S*. Paul R. K. and the McGregorand Mla*oari
and the last.” — Cincinnati Commercial.
h«rdi>*texercUeoraevereat
blood purifierand a life-givingprinciple River K. R. at S4 to In per acre, on easy paymenU.
•train
unrll
II pennant
nently
1 wo year* rent will buy a (ana. Apply to
cured. Hold cheap by Um
DAVIDSON A CALKINS,
“ Variegated Narrative” is what the a perfect Renovator and Invigorate.*
R. R- Land Office, Sibley, Oeceola Co., low*.
of the system Never before in till
hotel clerks call old Spotted Tail.
Elastic Truss Co.,
history of the world has a medicine hew
FOR ALL RKWING
Wilhoft’s Tonic is not a panacea— is •.join pounded possessing the remarkabl*
MACH INKS can be No.683 Broadway, N.Y. City.
obtainedat about onenot a cure for everything,but is a catholicon qualities of Vinegar Bitters in healing thi
Seat b, mail. Call or tend for Circular, and be eared.
half the uaual rate* by
for malarious dweasee, and day by day adds sick of every disease man is heir to. The;
ordering direct Singer'*, 40 ct*. per doten
fresh laurels to its crown of glorious success. are a gentle’ Purgativeas well as a Tonic,
Wheeler A WUaon.tU
Engorged Livers and Spleens,along the shady relieving Congestion or Inflammation of
eta. ; Howe'*. 60 eta.
banks of our lakes and rivers, are testored to the Liver and Vkceral Organs, in Bilionr
. Grover A Baker, to
Indoee
the amount and
their healthy and normal secretions. Health
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of the linimentinto the cavity of the tooth

Needle* will be returnedby

I C.W. Reed, Grocer. Nvir/fnr*,,
'Cl.,*ay* .-"Your Ke* Foam e*nnpt

Carminative, Nutritious,Laxative, Diuretic
tedutive. Counter-Irritant,
Sudorific. Altera
We, and Anti-Bilious.

be excelled north of the equator

or-

w

P* rile*once tiling It will

vigorant that ever sustained the sinking
system.
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No Person can take these Bitters

^Bilious. Beniittent

have no

other. Ita **le* are lmmen*e. Send
ifnrctrcuUrtoGEO.F.OANT/.
_)& Co., 170 Duane St., N. \ *
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wholesome, and natural remedy.

for

Pilcher, Fllntner & Co.,
WhoU.al* IhaUrt,Hofton,wig
"We take pleasure in recommending your Hea Foam a* The Be*t Baking Powder we have ever gold.

Grateful Thousands proclaim Vnr
bgar Bitters the most wonderful In-

on

;

(io«d Bread and Fine HlwUit It la a
Wonderful Pr*p*r»i Ion.” HonyaU.

^"ell, provided their bonoen8nar«n°ntt^;
der ami should be at once regulated, else other Btroyed by mineral poison or t
The Housekeeper says: “Though
troubles will ensue ; when physic is needed take means, and vital organs wasted beyond
the winter is now ended and a warmer Parsons'Purgalice Pills ; they are a safe,
out of

mail. Addre**

03N

Vinegar Bitters are Aperient,Diaphoretic

according to directions, and remain long

The system frequentlygets

tiret

DEFIANCE

The properties of Dr. Walker’i

with the liniment on the face ; also put a little

Hints About SelectingStoves.

For ProfVaelonaland Amateur

Printers, Mehoole, fftoctetiee,Maa-

nfiirttircra,Merchants, bimI other* III*
the BEST mr invented. Ht.tlOO In uee.
Ten stylet, Prioea from *6.00 to *160.00
BEN J. 0.
AGO. Ma.mfr.and

and Intert

om

Iitcmpne

w §§3^2

ifiMtV

SILVER
TIPPED

SHOES

|

^

GABLE
SCREW

WIRE

$10

About 2

o’clock this morning, Mr.
Joseph Pierce, who resides in University

avenue, was awakened by a noise in
his bed-room. He saw’ a fish-pole float-

a

t

$5^20

S3

SELTZER

?'“THEL^iuN PUBd«rN^.

PAPER MILL

in

^’u

j.

the Heart, Infiammatlin of the
Lungs, Pain in the region of the Kid
Rnttlrd Bllaa. It U Iraporelb!*courelvt of a
neys, and a hundred other painful symp- more relrevhing draught than is aflordod by
TarrnntV FflVrvesientSeltzer Aperient,
Bended. toms, are the offsprings of Dyspepsia. which rnmbitiM tire adrantagM *>f a luxury with tho*«<ot
One bottle will prove a better guarantee th* purest. »afret and m.wt genial alfmUve and tonic
adminlatareda* a cm* for dyspepsia and Ullloua
AGENTS WA* .*/ to *11 of its merits than a lengthy advertise- ever
affacUon*.
..THE IMPROVED HOME
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
8Hl»TTU Sewing Machine ment.
h.

| tfttiou of

^

lOHFEmii

Addre** Johnion,Clark A Co., uoaton,Maas.;New York
City; PltUburgh.jTP*. t Chha^o, 1U. t or Bt. LouU, Mo.

m-

Scrofula, or King’s Evil, White

,

Swellings,Ulcers,Erysipelas,Swelled Neck,
Goitre, Scrofulous Influimnations, Indolent
Inflammations,Mercurial Affections, Old
Co- 1 Sores, Eruptions of the Skin, Sore Eyes, eta
In these, as in all other constitutionalDiseases, Walker's Vinkoar Bitters have
for the fast retMlllng BOOK
shown their great curative powers in the
•ver published.
Send for circular* and our extra term* to Agents. NA- most obstinateand intractablecases.
TIONAL PUB. CO.. Chicago, 111., or St Louis, Mo.
For Inflammatory and Chronic

GRAIN BAI8EBS REFUSE

to submit
to the wnateful and lm|»enfct work of other
Threnher*,when posted on the ttwf mosriofita
of thl* one, for saving grain, asrlbg time, and
doing fast, thorough and economicalwork.
THRESHERMEN FIND IT highly advantageous to
mn a machine that ha* no "Beater#, Pickera,
or •• Apron, '• that handle# Dtmp Grain, Lone
Straw. Hen-llng*, Flax, Timothy. Mil left and tfl
•nehdifflenlt grain and aeerl*,with

[Geo.P. Roweli a

ing over his head, and, not being a Spiritualist, arose quickly to see the rod disappear through the window and to hear
two me» scampering off the roof of the
shed, which was on a level with the bedroom. There was a light burning in the
room sufficient to illuminate it Mr.
Invested in Wall Street
lead* to fortune. A
Pierce ran to the gate and called for the $10. to $500,
__
7’4-pag* book explaining
police, but getting no answer, returned everything, and copy of the Wall Street Review
John Hiokuno A Co., Bankere
to his room to find that a gold watch,
SENT FREE. and Broken. 7H Broadway, N. Y.
chain and seal which were on his bureau
haa been “ fished” out Another watch
on the bureau had been angled for, but
it had not bitten. It was the best watch
Conveyer. Inscriptive CiUlogue free. Reliable Agents
—of the value of 8200— that had taken wanted. Addre** A. J. NELLIS A Co.. PltUburgh, Pa.
the bait and was gone. In order to reach
the bureau, the fishing had to be done
for balance-wlthina •hort. distance of city 11mover the bed. After dressing, police monthly
Its, with hourly trainaund cheap far*. Send for circular.
were found, and a search of the premises IRA BROWN. 142 LaSalleSuee . Chicago,IU.
were made. The pole, broken, was found
The most •ucceeaful

AGESTS

WASTED

_

FOR

yard. At the end a hook had
been fastened. The police are investi-

in the

Uniok

W

SALE.
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tent and IntermittentFevers, Diseases of
the Blood, Liver, Kidneys and Bladder,
these Bitters have no eoual. Such Diseases
are caused by Vitiated Blood.

BlTTKRS occasionally.

—

. ,

Scurfs, Discolorations of the Skin,

chant tailor, No. 1,011 New’ York avenue, A To Jacksonville. Fla. Say where you aaw thl*.
called at the police headquarters,and
stated that his store had been entered,
and his pocket-book, containing 8380,
in obth. Rent poet-paid on receipt of i
stolen. DetectiveMcDevitt, after quesI
Ruiidhqf), dnetnnati,
[
tioning him particulAily,became satisfied
that no robbery had been committed, OAINTEH’S Nanunl.-HcruM and -sign P«im.
itog- '
and told Mr. Moore to return home and JL ing. graining.vamUhlng. poliablng,calclmlnlnglus

Painter.

thou•ami building-and )m* always pri»v«U entirtlv MtUf«ctort. We have noineroua Uwmonlal* like the frlloy
Ing, vlr. : M . F. SHEPPARD A
Penn \ •». N . \ .i
•• We believe It to be the REST PAI NT nmnufactured.
W. W. LELASD. " F.ntuw House. B-dtAnore:
“ Having used your Paint on th< Grand Hotel bar*;

(

^
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Humor*

and Diseases of the Skin of whatever name
Th' Florida AgrirullurUt. or nature, are literally dug up and carried
ensyrer.
Serd out of the system in a’ehort time by the use
--- WeeUy.
Weekly.
,a year. Send
10c.
Proceedings Florida rruit-Grower*
toe. for
tor specimen.
specimen. Proceedii
of these Bitters.
As-ociaUon-meetlngof
1875-26 cU. Addre** WaLXON

Pin, Tape, and other

He of which
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*

wry

on

STOCKS
and

or
Of

For
in j-— 0
,7“ Female Complaints, ...
old, mamed
married OF
dr Bingle,
single, at the daWU
dawn of WOwoOld,

premises, and if then the money was not
found he (McDevitt) would take the case
in hand. Mr. Moore did as requested,
and a few .days since returned to police
headquarters and informed MeDqVitt
that he had found every dollar of his
IF. YOU DOMTSET IT OUT.
money, scatteredall over his yard, and
the pocket-book torn into shreds by his . You can buy your fruit plenia v«y cheap by contract- the Ulodd pUT*,
......
large Newfoundland dog, who, it ap- tog with me for them now. To he shipped in tbefsll,
will
follow.
and no money required until the plants Irrlre. I will
it. H.
pears, was in the room when the pocket- furnish good referenceas to my reliabilMr Send for
List. Strewbenie*, Raapberrie*. Blackbeni**.
book was - last seen.— Washington Prior
CutraBU, Gooseberries,
Grapes.
Chronicle.
THOMAS LESLIE, Ipara, HI.

HU

ftnd the-bcalthof thi

McDonald a

co..

Byitem

Four alzeamado with

0, 8. 10 and 12
Potter*, also n apeSeparator* “alone,” expressly

home “Mounted”
claltr of

for STEAM POWER,
other Hone Power*.

.

and to match

If Interested in grain raising,or threshing, write
for IllustratedCircuUri (*enf/ree)with full
particular* of iltea, atylea, price*, tenna, etc.

NICHOLS, SHEPARD

Jc CO.,
BnttUCri*.VidUotm.

•mmm.

DR.

PRIVILEGES
. _ ------I
young Kf.K
;

aged ; less repnir* ; one tlwit grnin miser* prefer
to emplov and wall for, even at advanceA
prleea* while oilier mac.liiuei;«re "out of Job*."

-----

dealt In ot the New York Stock Exchangebought
•old by u* on margin of five per rent.

Worms,

lurking in the sv^tem of so many thousands,
are effectually destroyed and remoVed. No
system of medicine, no vermifuges, no anthelminiticswill free the system from wormi
like these Bitters.

*
'wmimmm
o.

Own

Ring-worms,

E

Bookssssa's

Hla

OnrRUBBER PAINT haa been used on m»ny

I

For Skin Diseases,, Eruptions,Tet__________________
t.r, Balt-ltlieum,Blotches, Spot., Pimple,
Pustules, Boils, Carbuncles,
Scald-head,Sore Eyes, Erysipelas, Itch,

Man

by extra paving of grain; nmke* no "Littering*;" r«**|uire*LESS THIN 0VE-H4LF the ueual
Belt*, Boxes, Jonruali, and Gear*; ea*ier man-

nmttnTUirctoWS

^lumbers, Type-setters. Gold-beaters, and
Miners, as ther advance in life, are subject

i

to perfection; save* the farmer luelhreih bill

Every

MeclimiicalDisea8es.-PersonBengaged In Paints and Minerals,such as

remedy of the present day. Send forPa_
_
____ _J per on Opium FjiL
Prof. D. Meeker. P. O. Box 4:5. Laporte.Ind.

_____

ENTIRE

BANK AND EFFBCTIVENENK.Clean,

Rheumatism, Gout, Bilious, Remit-

FLORIDA

Expensive Dog Feed.
Sunday morning Mr. W. Moore, mer-

make a thorough search about

VWh\w\'i

Glen Flora Spring Water, at Waukegan, mittent Fevers, which are so prevao
WOODS
Dl., cures all kidney diseases.
(3
lent in the valleys of our great rivers
dcahri in all kind* of Printing Matarlil,
rend itamp >r Catalogue.) 4* Federal it. Beatonthroughout the United States, especially
How to Get a Home. Bee advertisement.
* 5
those of the Mississippi, Ohio, Missouri,
Illinois, Tennessee, Cumberland, ArkanA MAN OF A THOUSAND.
A Consumptive Cubed. -When de*th w»* hourly exsas, Bed, Colorado, Brazos, Kio Grande,
AND
pected from ('onauinpflon. aU remedies ha vine
Pearl, Alabama, Mobile, Savannah, Rofailed,accidentled to a dl*coverjr whereby Dr. H. Jamea
cured hi* only child with a preparationof CaemiM* In. anoke, James, and many others, with
dira. He now give* recipe free on receipt of two •Utnpe
their vast tributaries, throughoutour
to p*y eipeniet. There l* not a •ln*l# /raptom of tongumption that It doe* not diidpate—Night SweMt*.Irri- entire country during the Summer and
tation of the Nerve*. DifficultExpectoration,
»harp rains
until cured. Call on or uddrew
in the Lon**. Nausea at the Stomach, Inactionof the
Autumn, and remarkably so during sea
Rowel*, *nd Wa*tin*ofthe Muscle*. Addre** CRADDr. J. C. BECK, 112 John St, Cincinnati,0.
DOCK A CO., 1U83 Race Street. Philadelphia,Pa.,*tv- sons of unusual heat and dryness, are
Ing name of this paper.
invariably accompanied by extensive deEstablished }8hS.
rangements of the stomach and liver,
A penny saved here and there
and other abdominal viscera. In their
count* up at the end of the year.
— ft S - « S-L,
treatment,a purgative,exerting a powH ^SILVER TIPPED
Shoe* and you will (are dollar* in- erful influence upon these various or
p g g.
•tead of. cent*.
gans, is essentiallynecessary.There
I Parent*rememberthis.
is no cathartic for the purpose equal to
Million* of dollar*would be
Dr- J- Walker’s Vinegar Bitters,
TTUSZ MAKE, PATEKTUJ.
r AISIjK
1
ahI^crew*
BlUJEaW vFirr
V¥ IXVBd
I as they will speedilyremove the darkBoot* and Shoe*. The ea*ie*t,
The
belt anl eheopetf Paint 'n lh<
driest, and moat durableShoe
I colored viscid matter with which the
World for Iron. Tin or Wood. For rah
ever wom. All genuine good* are I
; bowels are loaded, at the same time
•tamped patented.
by Dealer* evfrrwhere. miNf'ES' METALLIC
stimulating the secretionsof the liver, PAINT CO.. Vantift rer*, PC Cedar Pt . New Y«>rk.
NICH0l8,8HEPARD*”C0l
JITC AUTION’.-Purcharere will pleu<
to A45 PER DAY— Send for “Chrorao"
1 and generally restoring the healthy
catalogue.J. H. BtfFFORD’S SONS, Boeton.
see that our name ei.d trade mark wo on each aud
functions of the digestive organs.
verr pacltmrc.Send for a Circular.
a month to went* everywhere.Addree*
Fortify
the
body
against
disease
9£Uv/ excelsiormVu Co., Buchanan, Mich.
The BRILLIANT SUCCBMnf hi* Grainby* purifying all its fluids with Vinegar
Saving, Time-Saving THRBflHER, U
Bitters. No epidemic can take hold
unpreredenletllntheannal»of Farm Machinery.
of a system thus fore-armed.
per day at home. Term* free. Addre**
In a brief period it hai become widely known
Dyspepsia or Indigestion, HeadGeo. Stinson A Co., Portland,Maine.
and FULLY ESTABLISHED, as the
Shoulders, Coughs,
he, Pain in the
tl
I ache
“LEADING THRESHING MACHINE.”
THE WEEKLY SUN i SSSTfS^^r00*!; ! Tightness of the Chest, Dizziness. Sour
New Yean",
Neiv
Yean, postpaid,
po*tpald, 60
60eta.
eta. Addre**
A
THE SUN, N. Y . | El UCtatioilSOf the StOmndl, Bad TOStB
the Mouth,
Attacks, raipililPalpitamu
l AMPLE Free and Bl< Pay to Male and i
1 in
111 tUC
A10UIU, Bilious
UMOUB AtiaCKS,

Burglarious Fishing.

gating.— /toc/tcater
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cotton.

season approaches, yet with the arrival
of our £reat May day, with its inevitable
domestic changes, many people are adding to their stock of stoves; hence some
suggestionsto buyers of these necessary
articles will not be inappropriate. One
of these is to select stoves of simple design, and to avoid those with too much
ornamentation, especially that in relief,
as they are a great deal more difficult to
keep clean. Again, avoid stoves having
complicated structures, with a great variety of dampers and other apparatus,
such as are liable to get out of order
easily, and which are beyond the comprehension of the average servant girl.”
An expert in the management of stoves
says: “Never open the upper draft in
a stove in order to check the fire, as it
allows the gas to escape into the room,
but always use the lower draft for that
purpose.”
The statementswhich have been made
against the use of stoves, on the ground
that the air of our apartments is burned
by coming in contact with the heated
stove, is deiied by good authorities,
except where the stove is red-hot. They
further say that it is not necessary or
desirable to have moisture in our rooms.
First, because the air out of doors is dry
from the cold, and it is but natural that
the air within doors should be of the
same character; while, secondly, they
say that if the air in the room is kept
moist by means of evaporated water, the
moisture has no means of escape, and is
inevitably deposited upon the walls and
other parts of the room, with the result
of causing dampness. These views are
worth noting, for they differ entirely
from the received opinion.

h

11.

while another bet she can tell in which
hand he holds it. It is stated that they
scorn cheating, and after the bets are
made never change the stick from one
hand to the other. Their money consists
of little round shells with a hole in the and vigor follow its use. and Chills have taken
their departure from every householdwhere
center, which one of their number is seWilhoft’s Anti-Periodicis kept and taken.
lected to manufacture. No counterfeit- Don't fail to try it Wheelock, Finlay A Co.,
ing is ever attempted. Each shell repre- Proprietors, New Orleans.
Foil BALE BY ALL DllUOOISTS.
sents about half a cent of American
money, and is taken by their tril>e as
Toothache proceeds from ague in the
greedily as gold. A string of this money
face, operatingupon the exposed nerve of a decan be seen at this office, and it is won- cayed tooth. Rub the gum thoroughly with
derful how uniform these buttohs can be the linger, wet with Johnson* Anodyne Linimade by simply rubbing them on stone ment. heat the face well, and lap a flannel wet

with the hand.— A'awfa Rosa
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; control SO •hare*of stock for BO
day* witb<-ut further. rtiK,while many thousand dollara

streot operaUons are

WHITTIER,

No. 617 St. ChtrlM Street, St Lonli, Mo,?
'ontlnuf• to treat all eas** «f obitaclesto marriage, blood
injiurlUeo,retry ailawut or stokMoawhich roowU frta
IsdltoveUoQre tmprudoaoo,with aaparelUtod•«*«»••
lit. VT.'i retablliharet U chtrtorod by th* SUU*! Vistonri,
founded sad
bra wublUh** to M**r*
•»f», Mrtala and reliablo r,llof. Being a grad**1*
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conduciod tost

FREE
to any addree*. Order* •oUclted by mail or wire, and
promptly executed by n*. Addrasa
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4b CO.,

Bankere ai^ w2lf Si*4, Now York.
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W. H. JOSLIN. Oka’s Gr. Wurz,

HOLLAND CITY NEWS.

Formerly of 8t Joseph, baa opened a

Saturday, June

1875-

25,

At the

)

Sumua'i tout Show.

New York

The
‘a

8un, of April lStb>

EstabllshmeutIn this CUr, In the Store of Mr.
O. Brithah, corner of Ilghth end Market Btreeta.

hM

CALL AND SEE

graphic account of the morinf of Bar-

Jnuui'aGreat

from

Hippodrome and

tfettagerie

O
W
o
o
a

immense show is as wonderful as
show itself. The Sun says:
his

the

Immense Supplies of

All paraphernal la of a fashionable household is included in his great show; then
add two hundred tons of elephants, a car
’load of lions, a long procession of camels
and buffalo, eight hundred horses, two
hundred and fifty animal and baggage
Vans, and a procession of animal and men
GO
a quarter of a mile long, for the Congress
of Nations, and you have a slight notion
Perfect Fit Guaranteed.
of the packing and nailing and tying that
had to be done before the Hippodrome
Having disposed of moat ot onr old stock, I 'have
company was ready for the cars.
occupied my new quarters,on K1VER STREET
At one o’cIock the street doors were
FULL LIKE Of GEMS1
with”a beautiful stock of everything
opened and the procession filed out. First
pertaining to a complete
Holland, Mich., April 20, 1875. HMf
a hundred trained horses, with a rider for
every four; two elephants, without their Jewelry
Variety Store.
gilt blankets or howdahs; a long line of
camels; then the cages, all closed and dark
Silver Ware,
then the baggage wagons. Manager Hurd
FILLS,
Plated Ware,
drove to the front, and at the word the
processionstarted. At the ferry special
Watches, Clocks,
Have a spocifle influenceupon the Liver and
boats had been running all the afternoon
Bowels, and stimulate these organs Into such vigJewelry, and
and evening. When horses and cages arorous action that the impediments are removed.
rived there was a long delay, for there
Musical Instruments. Favorablyknown hv operating mildly.
They prevent all Irregularitiesoriginating from
were not boats enough to hold them. The
I request all of my old friendsto come and sec Impurities of the Blood.
horses were taken over first, the cages next mein my new place and aatlsfy themselves as to
and the tame animals last. In Jersey the above.

Dry

Goods,
Goods,

• Notions and Trimmings,

Clothing,
Crockery,
Stoneware,

Groceries,
Glassware,

A

-
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Our Assortment of Goods

mmOUS ANHEOTANI

WALSH,

H.

1
Independence Day

All orders promptly attended to.
AOK.VT

DECLARATION,
Monday, July

XT.

FOB

S.Ez. C. Sc Bit

lit S«

R. Rt

R. R. Depot,
HOLLAND, MICH.

Office at

1875.

5,

&c.

M.

L. S.

25, 1875. 2-tf

Ladies,
Youths,

SOW KESIO&SS!

LOST,

—

Brick

of Sfermatorrikkaor Seminal
Weakness. InvoluntaryScmiu.l Losses, Impoten
ct, Mental and Physical Ilcapaclty, Impediments
to Marriage,etc.; also. Consumption, Kpilipst
and Fits, inducedby self-indulgence or Sexual ex-

examine.

,

CUSTOM WORK A SPECIALTY,

AND

Store, mmn

done

HARRINGTON,

Where may

travagance, Ac.
MP" Price, In a sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, in this admirable Essay,
clearlydemonstrates, from a thirty years’ successful practice, that the alarming consequences cf
self-abuse may be radically cured withoutthe dan
gerous use of internal medicineor the application
of the knife; pointingout a mode <»f cure at once
simple, certain and effectual,by means of which
everyeufferer.nomatter what his conditionmay
be. may cure himself cheaply, privately,and radi-

L.

or

Wholesale

at

Cash Paid for Hides.

!

the Lowest

JACOB FLIEMAN,

CASH PRICES.

BAMUM’S

P. T.

OSWEGO

of

Has re-opened his carriageand w agon manufactory at his old stand on River street,w here he
may be found, readv at all times to make anything in the line
,

Mich., Jan. 1st, 1874.

HIPPODROME.
Exposition Co-Propr’s.

SILVER GLOSS STARCH,

Will Exhibit at

127

Bowert,

Klein &

C.

New York; Post

Co.

Office Box.
D-lyr.

T.

KINGSFORD

& SON. S. I.

It.

KINGSFOSDS

m,

OSWEGO CORN STARCH,

Three Grand Performances at

702 PTODINOS, BUNG UAN3S, IGZ CEIAM, *C.

m. and 2 and 7

Is

the orlglnsl—Established In 1819. And preserves

beg leave to call the attention of the Public
to the fact that we have opened, In LABARBE’S
OLD FURNITURE ST(TRE (west of Van Landegend’s) a FLOUR & FEED and GROCERY Store.
We shall keep on hand everythingthat pertains
to a complete Family Supply store.

New Meat Market.
Just East of the City Hotel I have opened a new
Meat Market where the public will be served at all
times with the choicest of all kinds of Meats, as
the differentseason of the year may demand. All
I ask is to give me a call and satisfy yourselves of
the
8. I. ItANDALL.
Holland, May 5, 1875.
168-tf

and Mill Stuff,

Sports of Ancient
and Rome

For sale by grocerseverywhere. Always n»k for
the
DLUE, If you want the
Realistic cheapest and best.

!

Holland, Aug.

With all the excitingRaces and many
Pictures of the olden times.

AMERICAN ULTRAXARZNE WORKS,

IMHEIN, OUCELUISAY!
Indian Life,

or chase for a

Office,72 William Street,

New

York.

I

Hardware

Store

1874.

DeFcyter

108-ly

Euttn link,

Work

All

Warranted

Horse Shoeing a

with neatneu

Speciality.

Thanking my old customers for past favors
solicita call from them, aud as many new one
J.

FLIEMAN

DEALERS IN
Wood, Lumber, Bark,

WILMS,

The Estey Organ
L. T.

Ties,

Wood

Produce.

THE
We have put

up In our woods, (on the Lake Shore
Road, two miles West of the white school-house on
the Grand Haven road) a first-class portable saw-mill
which is now in good runningorder, and can serve
the public at any time with all kinds of building
material and fenclug at low prices, and deliver the

same wherever wanted.
We can lengthen out so as to saw 40 feet, and
will make long lumber and timber a specialty.
Our facilitiesfor getting out deck planks and
any kind of ship timber are unequaled.
All bills will be filled promptly aud with despatch, and a fair dealing can be relied upon. Custom sawing done at bottom figures.
All kinds of Farm Prodncts.taken In pay for
lumber and sawing, Also Wood, Bark and Railroad Ties, when delivered at our Pier on Lake
want to dispose of an 80 acre farm, worth $2,000 Michigan, or on any of the docks along Black
Lake.
at a great sacrifice.25 acres of this land
is improved, and contains 4 acres of
Holland, Mich., March 12,
4-tf

1875.

RANTERS A

CO.

Our advice to the Public is not to purchase any
Instrument, without investigating first the
PRICE and QUALITY of these Organs.
They arc constantly kept ou hand and
open for inspection at

Timber, and all kinds
of

NOW ON HAND BY

Bro’s,

FOR/ SALE.

Wife!

Presenting Leonchi’s Tribe of Wild Indiansand
Mexican RangersIn scenes Incident to savage life

13,

Improved Farm

AMERICAN WASH

M

front

8LOOTEU & HIGGINS.

hml

Vltruu

SEASONED LIIHDEE.

want anything in my line
At Lowest Cash Prices. as47-tfcl-ly

Congress of Nations,

Lmm

Secoii

I

THE WORLD.

IEL

TMDD&HU

My Spokes and Hula are manufactured

General Blacksmlthing done

Hay, Grain,

above.

IP.

style.

USE NOTHING BUT

aid dispatch.

m.

AMERICAN WASH BLUE.

I

Flour, Feed,

LARGEST AMPHITHEAIN

Warranted Seat-Springsof any shape or

We

PUMPS! PUMPS!

TRE

Etc.

A good assortment of Thimble Skeins always
on hand.

8th Street, Holland, Michigan.

RANDALL

its reputation as furrk, btboxoek and
MORI delicate than any other article of
the kind offered,either of the same
Acres of wide spread Canvass
name or with other titles.
StkvkxbonMacadam,Ph. D., Ac., the highest
and the
chemical authority of Europe,carefully anaTvzed
this Com Starch, and says it is a most excellent
If yon want pumps, don't he deceived by slop
article of diet and in chemical and feeding propershop work, that Is being brought In from other
ties la fully equal to the best arrow root.
quarters which Is made for to sell and not for to
Directions for making Puddings,Custards, Ac.,
An army of Men. Women and Children; hundred?
work, nor to last; it will get out of order and you
accompany
each one-pound package.
of'Tbproui'hbred and Imported Horses ; Gilt and
will get ont of patiencewith it and pull the trash
For
SaU
by
all
F\rtt-dau
Orocm.
Gold besprinkled Chariot* and Tableau Cars;
out of your #ell. Then you go to
8oHd|tlverand Jeweled Armor; Glittering Parapheibklia, and the most Elaborate, Brilliant and
Expearive Wardrobe ever beheld. Historical Pageant of the
For Laundry and Household Use.
Cor. 10th and River Streets and bny you a good
MANUFACTUREDAT THE
substantial and easy working pump, which has
been put down to wholesale prices,so low that a
Works,
l J, person can buy one for almost half what they used
Producinga grand succession of Intellectual Surto cost. Wilms will sell his horses and quit pedprises.erabraclni'the followingchanges, equivalOur Wash Blue Is the host In the world. It does dling Pumps, and therefor sell them lower at
ent to sittingin full view of the Royal Courts of not streak,contains nothing Injurious to health or the Factory.
the whole world. Magnificent Revival of the
fabric, and is used by all the large laundries on acHolland, Mich. Mav 11, 1875.
13-tf
count of its pleasing effect and cheapness. SuperiGreece or for whitewashing. Put up In packages convenient for family use. Price 10 cents each.

o’clock, p.

A FEED.

FLOUR,

MANUFACTURED BY

ing. Ask your Grocer for

Komi, mis,

a.

J

FOR THE EATJ3STDRY.

starch is scarcely half a cent for an ordinary wash-

10-30

Q-EjOOEEIES
Sleighs, Trucks, Etc.,
AND

Address the Publishers.

Cha’s

or Open Buggies,
Light & Heavy Wagons,

DEALERS IN

THE BEST STARCH /.V THE WORLD.
President. GIVES A BEAUTIFUL FINISH TO THE LINcn, and the difference between It and common

P.T.BARNUM. -

mmm,

SL00TER & HIGGINS Top

stamps.

PCRE AND

GREAT ROHAN

Barnum Universal

be In the hands of
every youth and every man In the land.
Sent under seal, in a plain envelope, to any address, poft-jxiid, ou receipt of six cents or two post

1874.

46-^cMy

Retail

Goods of the Beit Quality and

Holland,

20,

SPRIETSMA & SON.

be found at all times, at

pf" This Lectureshould

KINGSFORD’S

on short note

Holland, February

E. J.

Misses

Our intentionIs to offer these goods at low
price, and we request the trading public to call and

Etc., Etc.

-

In the

Gents,

AND CHILDREN'S WEAR.

Boots a Shoes,

BOW

of the Latest Styles of

It is

Crockery,
Glass-ware,
Hats and Caps,

eally.

45-2s-ly

tTOLL A-ISTD, IVTIOH.

stock
Just been
can state
that It
bought expressly for this season of the year.

Groceries,

eddition of
Dr- CulverveU'i CilehattiEmy on
the radical cure (without medicine)

CO

ready

a

cus-

for sale

mjmTmfm Ju9t published, a new

k P

MILL FEED, CORN,

their

that

Druggist,

Holland, Mich., Feb.

J. E. HIGGINS,
ill

- - -

RIVER STREET,

Holland, Mich.

MOOD:

IN

the line of Produce will find with us

in

market and the highest prices.

-

Promptly

DEALER

Everything

OEIEAE.

F. A A. Steketee, Boots and Shoes.
—SOLD AT —
Desire to inform
many friends and
Wholesale and Retail tomers they have on hand and
A new
of Goods has
opened,and
we
to the Public
has been
- BY
Dry Goods,

he

!

complete and selected with, a

WE SELL

DR. SCHOUTEN’S

;

Itself Its only Parallel

is

view to accommodate the various classes of Trade.

and

W. H. JOSLIN.

Provisions^

Flour, Feed
and Grains.
--

FRIGES VERY LOW.

My

Hats & Caps,

Furnishing

W

City three special trains of twenty-fivecars,
each, were in readiness.The cages and Mr. J. Wykhuiaen,the Jeweler and Repairer ?of
the First Ward, has established himself with
vans were securely blocked on platform
me, and will be pleased to see his old cuscars; the elephants and camels walked up
tomers and friends continuetheir
former favors.
solid inclined planes and entered newly
bedded freight cars, and the horses were
All Repairing will
Neatly
quartered in stalls that were as comfortable and safe as their homes in the Hippoand
executed.
drome. Before daylight all the property
Holland, Mich., Feb. 22, 1875.
was all loaded and ready for the start.

'

mvntniAjfe xnrvinB^

o
H
2
Ct

Ph

Philadelphia. This quick transfer of

to

Of

HIS.

and its start

its quarters in that city

GENERAL RETAIL STORE

Bankbuilding, Oor. Eighth and Bivei St

“

NO.

CITY BOOK-STORE,’
72,

...... o

We

-

EIGHTH STREET.

also take orders for

siEcn &

mum

mm,

We keep in stock the two kinds of “HOWE"
and of tho “GROVER & BAKER” Sewing Machines. These four differentkinds of machines,
are the simplest and strongest In the country.
The depository of the American Bible Society
has been removed by the committee,to the "C77T
BOOK-STORE" ot

L. T.

RANTERS &

Ho. n, Eighth Stmt,

CO.,

- • - HOLLAED, UICH.

bearing orchard.

M’lle D’Atalie,

Satsuma and

Right, and LazelleMillson and Mas-

Little All

ter Lazelle,

THE HOURIS-ORAND

MARCH OF THE AMAZONS— BILLET DIVER TISEM ENT GRAND
OPERATIC CHORUS, (&.
Prof.

E. VAN

DER VEEN,

Gratefully Acknowledging the liberal patronage ofhta many friends and customers^
In the past, respectfullyInvites
the attention of the]
Public to his

In a trio of acts.

VISION OF

-:o:-

LARGE
STOCK
- -

WJ3. DONALDSON, the distinguished

Mm

price from $8.50 to $1.00 for aale within the Great

Hippodrome.
Uniformed Ushers In attendance.

Hard-ware.

Doors open

at

COOX, PARLOR AND HEATING STOVES.
Stove-Pipe, Stove Furniture, Eto.,

Admlaaion 50 oenta; Childrenunder 9
.centa. Baaerved Seats extra.

yean 25

1 and 7 p. m.

Erery facilitywill be afforded the public for procaring Tlekata on the waffona on the lot. but to
Aocomaadatoanch aa prefer to avoid posalble de-

& GREAT BARGAI5.

In additionto onr Department of

J.

- --

'

Stock well assortedwith a full line of

o

SILK AVD LACE SACQUES,
BLACK AND COLORED DRESS SILKS,
SPRING AND SUMMER SHAWLS,
KID GLOVES IN ALL COLORS,

The oldest Furniture House in
the City.
Always keep

SUN UMBRELLAS AND PARASOLS.

and well selected stock of Furniture,at pricot correspondingwith the times.
a full

Carpets,

FANS.

FANS.

FANS.

The new ityles of Bhawla are vsry attractive,and we have
no doubt will please oar Wends. In the line of

.

Oil Cloths,

Paints, Oils,
Nails, etc.

STRA W GOODS

we cannot be excelled for

aasortment; oor price Hat includes
Bonnets from 80 cents to lit,

..

Feathers,

Regular Excursion Trains will run at BEPAIBINflI JOBBING BONI AT BBOBT NOTICI,
greaty reduced fare at hours to accommoE. VAN DEH VEEN.

•

MILLINERY AND

LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS, we keep our

M. Reidsema & Son.

8. E.

cor.

8th A River

Sts.

4fl-Xcl-ly

We keep

Feather Beds,

Butteriok’s Patterns.

Y Mattresses,

’

visitors. ••

tO:'—*-''

Window Shades,

GEOBGE A. HALL, Ar- Farmers’ Implements,
cade News Depot,
Carpenters’ Tools,
And many other things too numerous to men
Grand Bapids.
tion.
date

Spring and Summer!

Wall Paper,

Horae Nails,
Horae Shoea,
Wagon Springs,
Horae Trimmings,
Glass, Putty,

“*

1875.

Location—6 miles south-east of the City ol HolM. D. HOWARD,
Cor. 8th and River Btreeta.
Holland City, Mich.
May 0th, 1875.

to all tho {whait tb I hope to see all my old friends and many new
ones to examine my goods, so well
LIFE OF P. T. BARNUM, written by himself
selected for the trade.
down to present period of 1075, with nearly 1,000
W« Uvi oi hand a full Auortmest of tho 2oit
?agea and 50 fall-page Illustrations,reduced In

Fm

SOIL.

land.

OF

Q-EILTIEjE/AXj

AraMUm,ta ihe

CLAY

COFFIN'S.
WaU

L

paper bought of us, mil be trimmed

free of charge.
46-2

«ly

1

EIGHTH

VAN DEN MERGE,
STREET ... - HOLLAND, MICH

&

S.

I

